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Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
DAVIS COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
UTAHNS FOR BETTER DENTAL HEALTH
DAVIS, INC., a Utah Nonprofit Corporation,
RULING
Plaintiff,
vs.

DAVIS COUNTY COMMISSION,
Commissioner Dan R. McConkie,
Commissioner Carol R. Page,
Commissioner Michael J. Cragun;
DAVIS COUNTY CLERK,
Steve S. Rawlings,

Civil No.: 020801343
Judge Glen R. Dawson

Defendants.

Plaintiff brings this action for declaratory judgment pursuant to Rule 57 of the Utah Rules
of Civil Procedure and Chapter 33 of Title 78 of the Utah Code and for injunctive relief pursuant
to Rule 65 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. Plaintiff requests this Court to make a
determination regarding the constitutionality of and the application of Utah Code Ann. §§ 19-4-

111 and 20A-7-601 et seq. to defendants' decision to certify and place an "Initiative Petition" on
the 2002 general election ballot in Davis County. The Initiative Petition at issue in this case
requests a re-vote on afluoridationopinion question that was previously submitted to and
approved by voters in Davis County in the general election held on November 7, 2000. Plaintiff
also seeks to have this Court restrain and enjoin the Davis County Clerk and the Davis County
Commissionersfromplacing the Initiative Petition on the 2002 general election ballot in Davis
County.
On August 23, 2002, defendants moved to dismiss the complaint for lack of standing and
requested the Court to dismiss defendant County Commissioners Dan R. McConkie, Carol R.
Page and Michael J. Cragunfromthe lawsuit on the basis that the Commissioners had no role in
placing the Petition on the ballot. Defendants also moved the Court to order that a trial of the
action on the merits be consolidated with the plaintiffs motion for preliminary injunction.
On September 13, 2002, the above-entitled action was scheduled for a consolidated
hearing on the merits. David R. Irvine, Janet I. Jenson and Andrew W. Stavros appeared on
behalf of the plaintiff. Chief Civil Deputy County Attorney Gerald E. Hess appeared on behalf
of the defendants. Prior to the hearing, the parties submitted memoranda in support of their
respective positions. Upon completion of the hearing, the Court decided to further consider the
arguments of the parties and withhold its decision on the merits until September 16, 2002,
wherein the matter was deemed fully submitted to the Court for disposition, entry of findings of
fact and conclusions of law andfinaljudgment.
Having fully considered and weighed the record and submissions, together with the
arguments of counsel, and for good cause appearing, the Court now enters this Ruling, to be
madefinalupon the Court's further decision on plaintiffs motion for attorneys' fees and costs as
discussed in the Ordering section of this Ruling:
2

FACTUAL FINDINGS
1.

In accordance with the authority granted pursuant to Utah Code Ann. § 19-4-111

(1) (c), the Davis County Commission ("Commission"), on July 26, 2000, adopted a resolution to
place an opinion question relating to thefluoridationof all public water systems within Davis
County on the 2000 general election ballot. An amendment to that resolution was adopted by the
Commission on September 11, 2000. The question, as it appeared on the November 7, 2000
general election ballot, was: "Shouldfluoride be added to the public water supplies within Davis
County?"
2.

In the general election held on November 7, 2000, the voters of Davis County

approved the addition offluorideto the public water supplies within the county by a vote of
44,403 in favor to 40,950 opposed. Of the 85,353 voters who responded to that ballot question,
52% favoredfluoridation;48% opposed fluoridation.
3.

On November 13, 2000, the duly constituted Board of Canvass certified the

election results for the November 7, 2000 general election in Davis County.
4.

As mandated by the requirements of Utah Code Ann. § 19-4-111(2), on April 5,

2001, the Davis County Health Department issued its order to operators of public water systems
directing that such operators addfluorideto those systems on or before May 1, 2002.
5.

Based on that order, water system operators in Davis County have been preparing

to addfluoridein accordance therewith. To date,fluorideis in the water of approximately 25%
of county residents. The Health Department has directed that remaining system operators be in
full compliance not later than November 1, 2002.
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6.

On May 8, 2001, a group of Davis County citizens filed an application, pursuant

to Utah Code Ann. § 20A-7-502, with defendant Davis County Clerk ("Clerk") to circulate an
initiative petition ("Initiative Petition") which they titled "Re-vote on Mandatory Fluoridation
Acf requesting a "Repeal of prior action" that a re-vote on fluoridation be held, and that county
voters again be asked the question, "Should fluoride be added to the public water supplies within
Davis County?"
7.

Thereafter, the sponsors began circulating the Initiative Petition to registered

voters within Davis County. In their initiative petition, the sponsors requested that it be
submitted to the Davis County Commission for its approval or rejection at its next meeting, or to
the legal voters of Davis County in the 2002 general election if the County Commission rejected
the proposed law or took no action on it.
8.

After verifying the requisite number of signatures for a local initiative petition

pursuant to the local initiative petition statute, Utah Code § 20A-7-501(2), defendant Clerk
submitted the Initiative Petition to the Commission on July 9, 2002, for the Commission's further
action as provided in § 20A-7-501(3).
9.

At its next scheduled meeting on August 6, 2002, the Commission took no action

on the petition, and the Clerk, upon the advice of legal counsel, stated that he would put the
petition question on the general election ballot as required by Utah Code § 20A-7-501(3)(d).
The facts set out above are undisputed.

ANALYSIS
I. Defendants' Motion to Dismiss for Lack of Standing.
Defendants moved to dismiss the complaint for lack of standing. Under Utah law, a
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"party has standing if any one of three criteria is met: (1) the interests of the parties are adverse,
and the party seeding relief has a legally protectible interest in the controversy; (2) no one has a
greater interest than that party and the issue is unlikely to be raised at all if standing is denied; or
(3) the issues raised by the party are of great public importance and ought to be judicially
resolved." State Ex Rel. M. W.. 12 P.3d 80, 83 (Utah 2000) (citing Kennecott Corp. v. Salt Lake
County. 702 P.2d 451,454 (Utah 1985) (citing Jenkins v. Swan. 675 P.2d 1145,1150-51 (Utah
1983)). The Court finds that all three of these criteria have been independently satisfied by
plaintiff.
The Court finds that plaintiff is a nonprofit corporation organized specifically to advocate
the benefits of fluoridation in Davis County, and as stated in the affidavit of Beth Q. Beck,
Ed.D., who was one of the original incorporators of plaintiff, that it was significantly involved in
the 2000 county-wide vote on this issue; many of plaintiffs members are residents of Davis
County. The Court finds that many members of the Davis County Board of Health and five
Chairs of the Board of Health from 1998 through the end of 2000 were instrumental in forming
and directing the activities of plaintiff, and that plaintiff was significantly involved in obtaining
the legislative changes which enabled the Davis County Commission to place the fluoridation
question on the 2000 ballot. The Court also finds that the Davis County Board of Health adopted
a recommendation to pursue water fluoridation as a public health measure in 1998, and that
members of the Board, in their private capacities, and others incorporated plaintiff in 1999 to
promote the public acceptance of water fluoridation and to support the fluoridation policies of
the Board as a community-based organization outside of and beyond the Board itself. If a legally
insufficient petition to re-vote fluoridation were placed on the 2002 ballot, the due process rights
of plaintiff s members would be violated. The Court finds these facts sufficient to confer upon
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plaintiff a unique and legally protectible interest in the controversy before the Court.
Additionally, the Court finds that no party is likely to have a greater interest in this lawsuit than
plaintiff, and the claims asserted by plaintiff do not make individual participation by plaintiffs
members indispensable to a resolution of this lawsuit. Finally, the Court finds that the issues
presented by plaintiff are of great public importance to the general public, Davis County voters
and cities within Davis County who must implement fluoridation, and thus ought to be resolved
by this Court. Therefore, the Court denies defendants' motion to dismiss the complaint for lack
of standing.
EL Defendants' Motion to Dismiss County Commissioners.
Defendants also moved to dismiss the defendant County Commissioners as parties to this
lawsuit. With respect to this issue, the Court is persuaded by the arguments contained in the
defendants' memorandum in support of their motion to dismiss. Specifically, the Commission
took no action concerning the Initiative Petition at issue in this case and had no role in placing
the Initiative Petition on the ballot. Section 20A-7-501(d) requires the County Clerk, not the
Commission, to submit the Initiative Petition to Davis County voters at the next general election.
As such, the Commissioners are not proper parties to this lawsuit. Accordingly, the Court grants
defendants' motion to dismiss the Commissioners.
HI. Plaintiffs Motion for Preliminary Injunction and Request for Declaratory Relief.
This lawsuit raises important and unique issues concerning the right of the people to
legislate directly. Article VI, section 1 of the Utah Constitution provides for the people of the
State of Utah to exercise their direct legislative power through initiatives and referenda. "Article
VI, section 1 is not merely a grant of the right to directly legislate, but reserves and guarantees
the initiative power to the people." Gallivan v. Walker, 2002 UT 89, U 23,
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P.3d

(citations omitted). "The power of the legislature and the power of the people to legislate
through initiative and referenda are coequal, coextensive, and concurrent and share 'equal
dignity.'" LI at U 23 (citations omitted). "Because the people's right to directly legislate through
initiative and referenda is sacrosanct and a fundamental right, Utah courts must defend it against
encroachment and maintain it inviolate." Id at U 27 (citations omitted).
While the Court is well aware of the importance of direct legislation in our constitutional
framework, it is equally cognizant of the fundamental principle of majority rule. "Our system of
government is premised on the notion of majority rule with minority rights. Majority rule is the
foundational premise of both of the constitutionally mandated mechanisms of enacting
legislation." Id at f 60. This principle of majority rule is inextricably linked to the mechanisms
by which people may initiate direct legislation. Under Utah law, the people's right to legislate
directly is set forth in two distinct mechanisms. First, if the people wish to exercise their
legislative power to enact a law or ordinance, they are required to follow the requirements
applicable to initiatives. See Utah Const. Art. VI, § 1 (2) (b) (i); Utah Code Ann. § 20A-7-501 et
seq. ("Local Initiatives - Procedures"). Second, if the people wish to exercise their legislative
power to suspend or repeal a law or an ordinance, they are required to follow the requirements
applicable to referenda. See Utah Const. Art. VI, § 2 (b) (ii); Utah Code Ann. § 20A-7-601 et
seq. ("Local Referenda - Procedures"). Hence, while the people's right to initiate direct
legislation is sacrosanct, the procedures for exercising thatrightare precise because therightof
direct legislation was not meant to frustrate majority rule but rather to carry it out.
By its own terms, the Initiative Petition at issue in this lawsuit seeks nothing more than a
re-vote on a bindingfluoridationopinion question that was already approved by a majority of
Davis County voters in November, 2000, pursuant to the mechanism set forth in Section 19-4-
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111 of the Utah Code. Since the voters of Davis County have already legislated the fluoridation
of water in Davis County in the November 2000 general election, and because the Petition
requests nothing more than to repeal that decision, the appropriate mechanism for the petition
sponsors to challenge the legislative action of the majority of Davis County voters was through
the referendum process.
The plain language of the Initiative Petition is entitled "Re-vote on Mandatory
Fluoridation Act," requests a "Repeal of prior action" and asks voters the identical question that
was asked in November of 2000: "Shouldfluoride be added to the public water supplies within
Davis County? " Thus, the Court finds that the Initiative Petition seeks to do precisely what the
power of referendum is reserved for — the rejection of legislation that has already been adopted.
To allow the Initiative Petition to be placed on the ballot would effectively render the referenda
provisions in the Utah Constitution and the Utah Code meaningless and allow the petition
sponsors to subvert the important time requirements established by the State Legislature for
referenda. Accordingly, because the Initiative Petition must in substance be classified as a local
referendum, the Court finds that the Petition is untimely under Utah Code Ann. § 20A-7-601(3).1
The Court's decision is also guided by the time-line set forth by plaintiffs counsel at the
hearing held on September 13, 2002. On May 1, 2000, Senate Bill 158 became effective,
amending Utah Code Ann. § 19-4-111 by authorizing second-class counties to vote on
fluoridation via the Commission's resolution. At that point, fluoridation of the water systems in
Davis County was not permitted unless the people voted in favor of it. On July 26, 2000, the
Davis County Commission adopted a resolution placing the fluoridation opinion question on the

1

The defendants also concede that if the Court construes the Initiative Petition as a
referendum, the petition sponsors have not complied with the law governing referenda. See
Defendants'Memorandum In Opposition, p.5.
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Davis County November, 2000 general election ballot. Thereafter, on November 7, 2000, voters
in Davis County approved the fluoridation of Davis County water systems by a margin of 52% to
48%, thereby rendering the fluoridation of water systems in Davis County legal pursuant to the
mechanism established under state law in Utah Code § 19-4-111. At the moment the Board of
Canvass certified the election results on November 13, 2000, the 2000 vote approving
fluoridation became a legislative enactment pursuant to Utah Code § 19-4-111. Because the
Court considers the 2000 vote to be a legislative enactment, the enactment may only properly be
challenged by timely filing of a referendum petition. Both sides concede that a timely
referendum petition was not filed in this case. The failure to timely file is fatal to a referendum
petition's legal viability. See Bigler v. Vernon. 855 P.2d 1390, 1392 (Utah 1993) ("We have
emphasized previously the importance of strict compliance with the time limits contained in this
[referendum] provision (citations omitted) . . . This requirement serves the salutary purpose of
allowing the government and the public to rely on an ordinance as soon as the thirty-day period
expires.").
Even if viewed as an initiative, the Petition as submitted is an inappropriate mechanism
to change the law of fluoridation within Davis County. First, the plain language of Section 19-4111 of the Utah Code makes no provision for a re-vote once the question of fluoridation has been
answered in the affirmative by a majority of county voters. Nowhere in the state law is the
Commission (or county voters) given authority to reverse the voters' binding opinion vote
regarding water fluoridation once voter approval has been given.
Second, under the precise terms of the statute, there is a joint legislative role between the
Utah State Legislature and the voters of the county. Once the voters of the county are asked to
respond to a resolution that the Commission has placed on the ballot, the voters' affirmative
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decision becomes incorporated into the state law. In the instant case, once fluoridation had been
approved by a majority of Davis County voters in the November 7, 2000 general election, that
decision was incorporated into the penumbra of Utah Code § 19-4-111, which in effect
established a "new" state law on November 13, 2000 when the vote was certified by the Board of
Canvass. Because the voter approval process of Section 19-4-111 is a state law, it cannot be
changed by a local initiative. If citizens of a county desire to change a decision to fluoridate
their water systems, their only appropriate remedy to change the process is either to file a
statewide initiative pursuant to Section 20A-7-301 or to seek a statutory change from the Utah
State Legislature. As a result, the Court finds that the Davis County Clerk's decision to allow
the Initiative Petition to be placed on the ballot violates Utah constitutional and statutory law
governing initiatives and referenda.
Based upon the foregoing, the Court also finds that plaintiff is entitled to a permanent
injunction enjoining the defendant Clerk from placing the Initiative Petition on the upcoming
general election ballot. Plaintiff has prevailed on the merits of its underlying claims against
defendant Clerk. Additionally, the Court finds that the plaintiff would suffer irreparable harm
unless a permanent injunction was issued. Allowing the Initiative Petition to be placed on the
ballot would subvert the efforts of plaintiffs members and Davis County voters by allowing the
petition sponsors to misuse the people's direct legislative power to thwart the will of a majority
of Davis County voters. Plaintiffs members and supporters spent substantial time and sums of
money to comply with the legal and technical requirements governing the addition of fluoride to
public water systems. To allow an unlawful Initiative Petition to proceed to the ballot box and
potentially undo a lawful vote on fluoridation in the 2000 election would cause a level of harm to
plaintiff, its members and Davis County voters that could not be adequately compensated in
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monetary damages alone. Plaintiffs only real remedy in the case is injunctive relief.
The Court further finds that the harm suffered by plaintiff would significantly outweigh
any remote injury defendant may suffer from the injunction. The injunction merely asks the
Clerk to perform an official function of ceasing from printing and distributing election ballots
containing an unlawful Initiative Petition. In contrast, the very integrity of the people's direct
legislative power is at issue for plaintiff. If the Court allowed the Initiative Petition to be placed
on the ballot, the lawful vote of a majority of Davis County residents would be nullified by a
local initiative that this Court has deemed unlawful and untimely. Any reasonable balancing of
the damages, therefore, weighs in favor of issuing a permanent injunction.
The Court also finds that issuing a permanent injunction in favor of plaintiff would not be
adverse to the public interest. While the Court recognizes and respects the people's right to
initiate direct legislation, the public, and Davis County voters in particular, have a real and
substantial interest in ensuring that the laws of initiative and referenda are scrupulously followed
and the election process adheres to the rule of law. Because of the important and unique issues
involved in this lawsuit, and for the reasons set forth in the memorandum decision, the Court
finds that the public interest is advanced by issuing an injunction.
ORDER
Based upon the foregoing, the Court hereby ORDERS, DECREES and ADJUDGES as
follows:
1.

The defendants' motion to consolidate the trial on the merits with the preliminary

injunction hearing is GRANTED.
2.

The defendants' motion to dismiss the complaint for lack of standing is DENIED.

3.

The defendants' motion to dismiss the County Commissioners as parties is
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GRANTED.
4.

The affidavit of Lewis Garrett is ADMITTED into evidence based upon the

stipulation of the parties.
5.

The issue of plaintiffs attorneys' fees is reserved by the Court for a later decision

subject to plaintiffs filing of a motion and supporting memorandum.
6.

The plaintiffs motion for a preliminary injunction enjoining the Davis County

Clerk from placing the Initiative Petition on the ballot is GRANTED and made permanent.
7.

A judgment in favor of Plaintiff and against Defendant Clerk on all causes of

action shall be entered.

DATED this \5_ day of October, 2002.
BY THE COURT:

Judge Glen Rspgfj&son'
Second Judicial district Cotffr:

'%W
APPROVED AS TO FORM:

Gerald E. Hess
Attorney for Defendants
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 4th day of October, 2002,1 delivered the foregoing Ruling to
the Clerk of the Second Judicial District Court, and that I faxed a true and correct copy of the
same to Gerald Hess, Esq. at (801) 451-4348.
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MELVIN C.WILSON-3513
Davis County Attorney
GERALD E. HESS -1475
Chief Civil Deputy
Davis County Attorney's Office
800 West State Street
P.O. Box 618
Farmington UT 84025
Tel: (801) 451-4300
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF DAVIS, STATE OF UTAH

UTAHNS FOR BETTER DENTAL HEALTH
DAVIS, INC., a Utah Nonprofit Corporation,
FINDINGS OF FACT
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
AND ORDER

Plaintiff
vs.
DAVIS COUNTY COMMISSION,
Commissioner Dan R. McConkie,
Commissioner Carol R. Page,
Commissioner Michael J. Cragun
&^">
DAVIS COUNTY CLERK,
Steve S. Rawlings,

Civil No. 020801343
Judge Glen R. Dawson

Defendants.

The above-entitled matter having come on for an evidentiary hearing on the 7 n
day of August, 2003, before the above-entitled Court at 8:30 a.m. in Bountiful, Utah, the
Honorable Glen R. Dawson, District Judge, presiding, and the Plaintiffs appearing by and
through their attorneys David R. Irvine and Janet Jenson, and the Defendant Steve Rawlings,

J D11283884
020801343

1
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Davis County Clerk/Auditor, also appearing in person and through his attorney Melvin C.
Wilson, Davis County Attorney, and the Court having heard the testimony of the witnesses and
further having reviewed the pleadings and having heard and considered the arguments of the
attorneys for the parties herein, and the Court previously on October 15, 2002, having entered its
ruling relating to all issues in the proceedings with the exception of the issue of attorney's fees,
and the Plaintiff and Defendant having withdrawn their respective motions pursuant to Rule 11
of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, and the Court now being fully advised in the premises
enters the following Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order.
FINDINGS OF FACT
1. The Defendant, Steve Rawlings, is the elected Davis County Clerk/Auditor
and is the chief election officer for Davis County and occupied that position during the time
periods relevant to the issues before the Court.
2. The defendant conducted the 2000 general election and pursuant to resolutions
enacted by the Davis County Commission did cause a countywide proposal concerning whether
fluoride should be added to the drinking water of the residents of Davis County to be placed on
the ballot.

In addition to the resolution he did cause a voter information pamphlet to be

published concerning the pros and cons of implementing fluoridation and did insert in the front
of the pamphlet information supplied to him by some cities and Weber Basin Water District on
estimated costs to fluoridate County water systems.
3. The Court has previously entered factual findings in the prior ruling entered on
October 15, 2002, and such are incorporated by reference into the findings herein.
4. Additionally the Court finds that the defendant Clerk/Auditor sought the legal
advice of Chief Civil Deputy County Attorney Gerald Hess at all stages of the initiative process
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and followed the legal advice of counsel and that he performed his duties and responsibilities as
the Clerk/Auditor thought appropriate and in conformance with his good faith understanding of
what the law was at the time.
5. The Court finds that Defendants Clerk/Auditor and Commissioners followed
the advice of legal counsel and adhered to a legal position based upon their interpretation of the
Utah Constitution, the initiative statutes UCA 20A-7-501 et seq., and UCA 19-4-111 of the Safe
Drinking Water Act, and documents filed by the initiative sponsors.
6. The Court finds that there is no evidence of bad faith, bias or abdication of
duties on the part of the Clerk/Auditor or Commissioners in the events of 2002 and the
suggestions of bias from events in 2000-2001 are simply not persuasive that the Clerk/Auditor
abused or exceeded the scope of his authority as a public official.
7. The Court finds that there was no evidence that the actions of the County
Government was an attempt to subvert the rights of those who voted in 2000 and that even
though the voting rights are a significant issue in the context of this case, such significance does
not rise to the level envisioned by the Utah Supreme Court in Stewart v. Utah Public Service
Commission, 885 P2d 759 (Utah 1994).
8. The Court further finds that the evidence is insufficient to support an award of
attorney's fees as to the other judgment alternatives set forth in the Stewart decision, supra, in
that the litigation did not result in any common fund being created from which attorney's fees
can be paid, nor does the case, in the absence of evidence of bad faith, constitute an
extraordinary case, rather the Court finds that the case is unique and is a case of first impression,
but not of the extraordinary nature as envisioned in the Stewart decision.
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CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
Based upon the foregoing Findings of Fact, the Court enters the following
Conclusions of Law.
1. There is no evidence of any bad faith or abdication of official duties and
responsibilities by the Davis County Clerk/Auditor, Davis County Commissioners or other
county government officials concerning the events of 2002 in respect to the initiative petition.
2. The Clerk/Auditor and County Commissioners were in good faith simply
involved in following the advice of legal counsel and taking a legal position based upon their
interpretation of the Utah Constitution, applicable statutes and documents filed by the sponsors
of the initiative petition in 2002.
3. The evidence adduced by Plaintiff is insufficient to support any award of
attorney's fees under any of the alternatives pursuant to the Private Attorney General Doctrine
established by the Utah Supreme Court in Stewart v. Public Service Commission, 885 P2d 759
(Utah 1994) and the Plaintiff should be denied any judgment for attorney's fees. However
Plaintiff, pursuant to 78-33-10 UCA, should be awarded judgment for costs incurred herein in
the amount of $267.15.
ORDER
The Court having previously entered its Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law
hereby enleis the following Order.
1. The prior ruling of the Court entered October 15, 2002 is incorporated herein
and upon entry is made final.
2. The Plaintiff is hereby denied any award for attorney's fees.
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3. The Plaintiff is awarded judgment against the Defendant for costs incurred in
the amount of $267.15.
Ordered this J >

day of

DzJT.

2003.

By the Court

U^4z>W^rlC
on
Approved as to form:

David R. Irvine
Attorney for Plaintiff
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I certify that a copy of the attached document was sent to the
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PLAINTIFPSEXHIBIT
EXHIBIT NO.

/

CASENO. C&Smt3<£_
DATEREC'D
IN EVIDENCE

Contractor Coordinator

Contract Director

<%C

June 29, 2000

-2.&00

Commissioner Page made a motion to authorize signing of the agreement and with a second from Commissioner Stevenson, this motion carried.

Voucher For
Use of
Landfill
Available

Commissioner McConkie referred to a letter from Wasatch Energy indicating that effective October
1,2000 vouchers would be available in die cities for residents to use the energy recovery district and land fill
areas for $5.00. These vouchers will also be available through June of 2001.

Resolution
#2000-191
Re: Vote On
Fluoride
Adopted

Commissioner McConkie read the following Resolution regarding the fluoride issue:

#2000-191
RESOLUTION
A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE
PLACEMENT ON THE BALLOT THE OPINION
QUESTION RELATING TO FLUORIDATION OF
ALL PUBLIC WATER SYSTEMS WITHIN DAVIS COUNTY
WHEREAS, the Davis County has received a request from the Davis County Health Department that
it adopt a resolution placing on the ballot at the next general election the opinion question relating to
fluoridation of all public water systems within Davis County; and
WHEREAS, Richard Harvey, Interim Health Director and Head of the Environmental Health and
Laboratory Division of the Davis County Health Department, has issued his report concluding that all public
water systems in Davis County are not functionally separate systems; and
WHEREAS, representatives from the Davis County Board of Health indicate that most of the water
systems in Davis County are so interconnected that one system could not fluoridate its water without having
an effect o the other systems surrounding it; and
WHEREAS, Senator Edgar Allen, the sponsor of Senate Bill 158, has explained that his intent in
adopting the legislation was to require a county-wide vote on the issue of fluoridation in counties where water
systems share water with each other and are not independent from each other; and
WHEREAS, Keith M. Woodwell, Associate General Counsel of the Office of Legislative Research
and General Counsel, has opined that he legislature intended in Senate Bill 158 to require a county-wide vote
on fluoridation unless separate public water systems existed with independent water supplies and not
receiving water from any other water supply from another public water system; and
WHEREAS, based upon information received from the Davis County Health Department, there are
no functionally separate water systems in Davis County, therefore, any vote onfluoridationshould be a
county-wide vote without the requirement of counting the votes separately in any municipal water system or
district water system.
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of County Commissioners of Davis County as
follows:
1.
Pursuant to Section 19-4-111, Utah Code Ann., as amended by Senate Bill 158 adopted
during the 2000 general session of the Utah State Legislature, the Davis County Commission directs that an
opinion question relating to the fluoridation of all public water systems within Davis County be placed on the
ballot at the next general election which will be held on Tuesday, November 7,2000.
2.

The specific question to be placed before the voters is as follows:
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Shouldfluorinebe added to the public water supplies within Davis County?
UNANIMOUSLY ADOPTED this 26th day of July, 2000, widi Commissioners Dannie R.
McConkie, Carol R. Page, and Gayle A. Stevenson all voting "aye."
DAVIS COUNTY
Bv Isi Dannie R. McConkie
Dannie R. McConkie, Chairman
Board of County Commissioners
ATTEST:
/s/ Steve S. Rawlings
Steve S. Rawlings
Davis County Clerk/Auditor
The Commission feels tlie November election is a fair public forum to decide whetlierfluorideshould be
placed in the water. A motion was made by commissioner Stevenson to adopt tlie resolution as presented and
read. This motion unanimously carried as each voted "aye" to the second from Commissioner Page.

Upon recommendation of Carol Buckley, Davis County Assessor, tax equalizations were approved
qualizations
Dproved

for Paul and Rhonda Hill (14-166-0017) and Carlos and Irene Salazar (12-265-0048) with a motion from
Commissioner Page. After a second to tlie motion was given by Commissioner Stevenson, this motion
carried.

ax Refunds
Dproved

Upon recommendation of Carol Buckley, Davis County Assessor, tax refunds were approved for the
following with a motionfromCommissioner Stevenson:
Bountiful
Kaysville
Bala Cnydwdy, PA
Woodbridge, N J
Brigham City, Utah
Fruit Heights
Portland, Oregon
Bedford, Texas
Louisville, Kentucky

Lakeview Animal Clinic
Jones-Edward D. Jones & Company
American Business Leasing Inc.
Bellsoudi Wireless Data LP
Big West Oil Company
Brad Stone Golf Inc.
HLC Financial Inc. (2)
Qualex Inc. #1755
Pizza Hut #201017

Second to the motion was made by Commissioner Page and after a unanimous "aye" vote, this motion
carried.

\ Meeting adjoyrued.

i1

COMMISSION MINUTES
31 July 2000
The Board of Davis County Commissioners met in tlie Commission Chambers of tlie Davis County
Courthouse, Farmington, Utah, on July 31,2000. Members present were Commissioner Carol R Page,
Commissioner Gayle A. Stevenson, Clerk/Auditor Steve S. Rawlings, Deputy County Attorney Gerald E.
Hess and Deputy Clerk Nancy Bumingham. Commissioner Dannie R. McConkie was excused.
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PLAINTIFFS
IFPSEX
EXHIBIT
[ EXHIBIT NO.

COMMISSION MINUTES
28 August 2000

DATEREC'D
IN EVIDENCE _ _

K^7

The Board of Davis Comity Commissioners met in the Commission Chambers of the Davis County
Courthouse, Farmington, Utah, on August 28,2000. Members present were Chairman Dannie R. McConkie,
Commissioner Carol R. Page, Commissioner Gayle A. Stevenson, Clerk/Auditor Steve S. Rawlings, Deputy
County Attorney Gerald E. Hess and Deputy Clerk Nancy Bumingham.

m's Acres
bdivision
>proved

Barry Burton, Davis County Community and Economic Development
requested approval of the Ann's Acres Subdivision final plat. The subdivision is located in the Hooper area
at 5500 West and 2425 Nortli. One large parcel is being divided into two lots. A portion of the property will
be dedicated to the road which is already in existence. Pipe will be installed along the road frontage of 228
feet where an open ditch exists and where a driveway will be constructed. A variance will be granted as the
open ditch on the 191 foot side of the lot will not be piped at this time. The standard lien agreement related
to installation of curb, gutter and sidewalks will be required. The Davis County Planning Commission has
approved the final plat request and recommends approval of such. Commissioner Stevenson made a motion
for final approval of die Ann's Acres Subdivision final plat with the conditions outlined. Commissioner Page
seconded this motion, each voted "aye", motion carried.

isolation
2000-213
D Place 1/4
snt Sales
ix For
ans. Issue
n Nov.
action Balt Adopted

A Resolution #2000-213 to place on the November election ballot a proposal to impose a onequarter cent sales and use tax was presented for consideration and adoption and reads as follows:

#2000-213

RESOLUTION
A RESOLUTION TO PLACE ON THE BALLOT A
PROPOSAL TO IMPOSE A ONE-QUARTR CENT
SALES AND USE TAX ON ALL SALES AND USES
WITHIN DAVIS COUNTY AS AUTHORIZED BY LAW.
WHEREAS, Section 59-12-502 of the Utah Code allows Davis County to impose a sales and use
tax of % of 1% on all sales and uses within Davis County as audiorized by law to fund a "fixed guideway and
expanded public transportation system"; and
WHEREAS, Davis County may impose the tax referreed to in this Resolution only if the Davis
County Commission submits by resolution the proposal to all qualified voters within the County for approval
at a general or special election conducted i nthe manner provided by law; and
WHEREAS, die Davis County Commission is in need of additional revenue to fund a fixed guideway
and expanded public transportation system within Davis County.
BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of County Commissioners of Davis County that the following
proposal be submitted to all qualified voters within Davis County for approval at the general election to be
held on November 7,2000:
Be it resolved that the Davis County Commission shall impose a sales and use tax of onefourth cent per dollar effective January 1, 2001, on all sales and uses within Davis County as
audiorized by law for die purpose of implementing a long range regional transportation
improvement plan and system, which includes funding a fixed guideway (computer or light
rail system) and expanded public transportation system (increased frequency and coverage
of bus service including evenings, holidays and Sundays).
For

O

Against T3

Be it further resolved that if the majority of voters voting in the general election approve the
foregoing proposal it shall become effective on the first day of January 2001.
UNANIMOUSLY ADOPTED tins 28th day of August, 2000, with Commissioners Dannie R.
McConkie, Carol R. Page and Gayle A. Stevenson all voting "aye."
DAVIS COUNTY
Bv /s/Dannie R McConkie
Dannie R. McConkie, Chairman
Board of County Commissioners
ATTEST:
/s/Steve S.Rawlings
Steve S. Rawhngs
Davis County Clerk/Auditor
Kathryn Pett of the Utah Transit Authority suggested a change in the original wording of the resolution to
clarify that the funds would be used for a long range regional transportation improvement plan with funds
collected in Davis County to be used in Davis County. Mike Allegra of the Utah Transit Authority indicated
that UTA reports annually revenues and where the funds are spent. Davis County Attorney Gerald Hess
stated that the language of the resolution to be adopted needed to be close to State Statute requirements in the
event the issue is challenged. After some discussion regarding the clarity of die resolution language for the
public to understand that the funds would be used in Davis County to enhance public transit to connect with
Weber and Salt Lake Counties, the foregoing resolution was adopted. A motion was made by Commissioner
Page to place the sales tax resolution on the November ballot as modified. This motion carried after a
unanimous "aye" vote to the second from Commissioner Stevenson. Stewart Adams of the Transportation
Task Force and Fruit Heights Mayor Richard Harvey spoke in favor of the resolution.
Tax
Equalizations
Approved

Fawn Jensen, Davis Comity Clerk/Auditor Department
presented the following property tax equalization requests for approval by the Board of Equalization as
recommended by the County Assessor:
01-225-0157
02-164-0081
03-039-0038
05-047-0071
05-053-0079
09-090-0023
09-159-0143
11-047-0704
11-123-0004
12-238-1214
01-197-0016
03-035-0026
03-178-0005
04-087-0106
04-123-0018
05-086-0031
07-042-0025
07-075-0418
08-104-0138
09-020-0008, 09-020-0009
09-265-0005
11-416-0207

Paul & Judith Turner
Jack Ricks
Richard & Kris Brierley
Bret & Amy Johnson
Toni May Hoffman
Grant & Barbara Major
Scott McNair
Dean & Gwen Pierce
Donald Nay
John & Mei Lin young
Robert Vickerman
Osterloh Investment Co.
Joseph & Georgine Steenblik
Tommy & Marsha Baker
John & Shavvna May
Konrad & Erika Klotz
Charles Edwards
Kimberlee Home
Michael Greenhalgh
Dale Lorbeske
Burrell Davis
Cory Holm
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FLUOHIDE TREATMENT COSTS -DAVIS COUNTY OKLY
CAPITAL COSTS FOR DISTRICT VACU.1TILS
Equipment frern: Vendor
number required for District

I
Treatment plant stzt equipment: S4J,CQ0

sso.ooo

S38.20S

$43,450

1

Wells- large to medium size:

$7*650

Slt,4fi9

SI 1,000

510,025

5

Wells-snriaU size:

$4,350

$7,000

a.iw

S9,525

2

8A^
3V- J
•

Total Cost For Equipment
InstaiUtieo Cos<v:

Tola! Cost
(Average)
188,600

S15r(Wfl
$166^00

Piping, Electrical Supplv aad Controls - Average cost: SSMQf well site, $2S,MQ/treataiear plant sice
Tie to SC ADA system for monitoring - Average cost: S3,00Wsitc
Total cost for Installation:

Total Capital Costs (DISTRICT 0>*LY)

5112,00t>

$273,000

YEARLY OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE COSTS
Water delivered by District within Davw Coaaty only-.

26*10 Acre Fcct/yr •* 3,735,502,000 gallons/yr

Costs far Sodium Fluorotiiicate: SO.SQAb, requiring 14 lb/million gallons - 122,230 Ibt per year;
Cost* for fluorosBkic-atid: S0.32/lbr requiring 46 IbAMG - 401,833 lbs
(SI23,590.QO/yr)

561,150

Amortized cost of equipment over 7 year life:

S40.000

Miscellaneous cost*: tafety equipment, repairs:

SIO.OOO

T«tal yearly Costs(DlSTRICT ONLY)

S1U.150
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FLUORIDE TREATMENT COSTS
CAPITAL COSTS
Equipment fnmu
WBTCO

a

m

3

rowtar requiwtfforjftmta

Total Cost

WaterfciTd

Lalech

VibrnScrew

Treatment plant size equipment: $43,000

$51ft,0»0

$38,205

$43,451)

3

$131,11110

Wells- large to medium size;

$7,650

S2M0U

SU,WH)

S10JD25

9

$113,000

Wells- small size:

$4,350

S7,tt(W

S8,211ft

59,525

3

S22,«0fl

Total Cost For Equipment
Installation Costs:

$266,00"

Piping, Electrical Supply and Controls - Average cost: SS^UW well site, S25^no/treatment plant site
Tic to SCAD A system fiir monitoring - A\crage cost: S3,tHJU/sitc
Total cost for installations
Total Capital Coats (DISTRICT ONLY)

$180,U0I>
S387,tt0tt

YEARI.Y OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE COSTS
Ousts for Sodium Fluorosilicjtc: 5<l.5D/li», requiring JIMWI 23-l),IJIH} HIS per year :

3115,0110

Amortized cost of equipment ewer 7 year life:

S56JQU0

Miscellaneous costs: safety equipment, repairs:
Total yearly O&M Costi(DISTRICT ONLY)

SlSljm

Costs for Cities in Davis County
There are 40 wells owned and operated by the Ctlies of Davis County
Capital Casta at S7,MU)/we1i
Installation coats at SlSOO/site
Estimate of Operations and Maintenance Costs
TOTAL

SZMMWD
S *>0>0<)«
$141UHH>
$480,000

Costs for Cities in Weber County
There is ooe treatment plant and 22 wells or springs {docs not include Ogdcn Valley Area)
Capital Costs

s*

$190,000

Installation costs
Estimate of Operations and Maintenance Costs
TOTAL

S 58,UO0
$100,1500
$348,01111

TOTAL DISTRICT SERVICE AREA COSTS
Population of service area, approximately 290,000

JO

CAPITAL COSTS and INSTALLATION

$1,034,000

OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE

$421,1*110

cost per person »$3,57
^eoSfpcrpefram per ycar«$L45
# )

TOTAL ANNUALIZED COST FOR FLUORIDATION PER PERSON PER YEAR - 51.93

I*"* *

^

Table of costs for equipment at Water Treatment Plants
j

WETCO

Type of equipment

$6,200
$11,000
$4,200
$12,000
$2,500
S3,000
$4,500
343,11 Hi)

1 1 Dry feeder
! 2. Dissolver tank & mixer
3. Scale (not sure if required)
| 4 Super-sac system
I 5. Controls
j 6. Metering Pump
| 7. On-line Fluoride analyser
| TOTAL COSTS

|

Waterford

LaTech

Vibra-Sciew

Cliemco

]

$6,000
$3,000
$4,000
$19,000
$5,000
$4,000
$4,000
$50,11 IW

$4,050
$1,750
$5,000
$16,905
$2,500
$4,000
..$4,000
$3Sy2<l5

$4,700
$3,750
$11,200
$14,500
$1,300
$4,000
$4,000
$43,450

No details
$75,000

_|

$2,000
54,000
S85,01W

j

$10,000

Table of costs for equipment at large lo medium size Wells
Type of equipment
1 1. Dry feeder
1 2 Dissolver lank & IIUXCI
3 bag handling system
| 4. Controls
1 5. Metering Pump
1 6. Fluoride analyser
j TOTAL COSTS

j

WETCO

Waterford

LaTech

Vibra-Screw

Chewco

I

Wa
52,580
N/a
included
$4,770
$300
$7,65tt

$6,000
$3,000
$8,000
$2,000
$2,000
$400
$21,400

$4,050
$1,750
$2,800
included
$2,000
$400
SILJHW

$4,700
$1,625
Not included
$1,300
$2,000
$400
$UM>25

No details

j

' \l

Table of costs for equipment ai Small sized Wells

1 I. Dry feeder
2. Dissolver tank & mixer
1 3. Scale (nol sure if reqmred)
| 5. Controls
| 6. Metering Pump
1 7 Fluoride analyser
TOTAL COSTS
1

WETCO

WiUerford

LaTech

Vibra-Screw

Chemco

]

N/a
$1,800
$750
Included
$1,500
$300
4,350

N/a
$3,000
$1,000
$60O
$2,000
$400
S7,wia

$4,050
$1,750
$1,000
Included
$1,000
$400
58,2*14)

$4,700
$1,625
5500
$1,300
$1,000
$400
$9,525

N/a

1

$1,000
$700
$1,000
$2,000
$400
$5,100

1
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APPROVED
Richard Barker, State Division of Finance
Date: 8-16-00

Fluoride
Phamplets
To Voters
To Be
Mailed

Mr. Rawlings announced that voter information pamphlets regarding the issue of fluoride that will be
on the November Election ballot will be distributed in the near future.

Meeting adjourned.

COMMISSION MINUTES
4 October 2000
The Board of Davis County Commissioners met in the Commission Chambers of the Davis County
Courthouse, Farmington, Utah, on October 4,2000. Members present were Commissioner Carol R. Page,
Commissioner Gayle A. Stevenson, County Clerk/Auditor Steve S. Rawlings, Deputy County Attorney Gary
McKean and Deputy Clerk Nancy Burningham.

Page
Chairman
Pro Tern

Change Orders
#2000II9-K
#2000199-1 For
Remodel
Work At So.
Branch
Library
Signed

Commissioner Stevenson made a motion for Commissioner Page to act as chairman pro tern. This
motion unanimously carried with a second from Commissioner Page.

Pete Giacoma, Davis County Library Director
presented two change orders to a contract with CDR Enterprises, Inc. for remodel work at the South Branch
Library. Change Order #2000-119-H will be for an additional $1,428.00 for etching on the glass railing
panels. Change Order #2000-119-1 is in an amount not to exceed $2,969.00 for wood trim around windows
and doors. After the explanation of the expenditures, a motion was made by Commissioner Stevenson to
approve the change orders as presented. Commissioner Page seconded the motion, each voted "aye", motion
carried.

•-•«. ^A the* T Itah Department of Corrections regarding mainte-
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2.
Appraiser agrees to serve on an as needed basis as a heanng^fliLU1 fui DaVisCounty
hearing appeals of citizens who appeal their property tax evaluations to the Board of Equalization of Davis
County. In addition, it is understood that as a hearing officer, Appraiser will give a recommendation of value
to the Board of Equalization of Davis County.
3.
Davis County agrees to pay Appraiser at the rate of $65.00 per hour for services rendered in
connection with being a hearing officer for Davis County. Davis County agrees to pay Appraiser within
thirty (30) days after receipt of Appraiser's billing statement.
4.
For purposes of this contract, Appraiser shall be considered an independent contractor. It is
understood and agreed that Appraiser is not an employee of Davis County and that he has an independent
business office. Consistent with the independent contractor status, Appraiser shall be responsible for any
withholding tax, unemployment compensation or workman's compensation.
WHEREFORE,, the parties hereto have signed this Agreement the day and yearfirstabove written.
DAVIS COUNTY
By /s/ Dannie R. McConkie
Chairman, Board of County Commissioners
ATTEST:
/s/ Steve S/ Rawlings
STEVE S. RAWLINGS, CGFM
DAVIS COUNTY CLERK/AUDITOR
APPRAISER
/s/ D. Hunter Thomas

•fluoride Info
^amphlets
jailed To.
l o . Resiients

Steve Rawlings, Clerk/Auditor
asked that it be noted for the minutes that last Friday the Commission approved information pamphlet
regardingfluoridewas mailed to all registered voters. The pamphlets are also available at all city offices,
libraries, WIC, and hopefully the COA centers of Davis County. There will be pamphlets available at the
polling places. Within the courthouse there are pamphlets in the Commission, Treasurer, Recorder, and
Clerk/Audit offices.

The meeting adjoi
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OFFICIAL VOTER INFORMATION

DAVIS COUNTY WATER FLUORIDATION
INFORMATION PAMPHLET

Election publication by
Davis County Clerk/Auditor Election Office
Authorized by Davis County Commission
In compliance with Utah State
Election Law
20A-7-402

Davis County Ballot Measure # 2
Fluoridation of Davis County Culinary Water Supply

Should fluoride be added to the public water supplies within Davis
County?
Clarification: The ballot question addresses the addition of one milligram
fluoride per liter of water.

TABLE OF CONTENTS
2.

Ballot Measure #2; TABLE OF CONTENTS

3.

Preliminary Information
Cost of measure
Arguments against and for - disclosure
Public Review

4.&5. Argument against fluoridation
6.&7. Argument for fluoridation
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PRELIMINARY INFORMATION

Cost of proposed measure # 2:
Some cities have indicated they anticipate recovering costs by connection
through increasing base rates. Following are the estimated increases for those
cities reporting:

City
Centerville
North Salt Lake
Woods Cross
Bountiful

Connection Fee
Annual Increase

Base Rate
%Increase

$31
$31
$18
$12

22%
17%
19%
20%

The Davis Health Board reports that fluoridation of the public culinaiy water
systems in Davis County will produce an average cost per person per year of
approximately $2. The Health Department has also reported that Fruit Heights
will have an estimated connection charge of $3.80 equating to a per person per
year cost of under $ 1.
Costs referred to above have been included in this pamphlet as submitted and
have not been audited or otherwise verified by the Davis County
Cierk/Auditor\s Department.
If you wish further information on specific costs in your area contact your city
or water district office.
Arguments against and for measure # 2:
The arguments against and for Davis County Ballot Measure # 2 are the
opinions of the authors and have been printed as submitted. They have been
placed in this information pamphlet in the order determined by a random
selection assisted by members of the Health Board and the Health Department.
Public Review
A complete copy of the fluoride resolution and measure is available at the
Davis County Courthouse, Farmington, Utah,
3

ARGUMENT AGAINST FLUORIDATION
There are different kinds of fluoride. The kind of fluoride used in 90% of the
fluoridation systems
•is NOT the naturally-occurring calcium fluoride already present in water.
•is NOT pharmaceutical grade fluoride that's in over-the-counter products or
prescription tablets/drops.
•is NOT biodegradable.
•IS a cumulative poison.
•IS more toxic than lead.
•CANNOT legally be dumped into the ocean.
Many scientists oppose fluoridation. "As the professionals who are
charged with assessing the safety of drinking water, we conclude that the
health and welfare of the public is not served by the addition of this substance
to the public water supply." (EPA union scientists/professionals) Twelve Nobel
Prize winners in chemistry and biology oppose fluoridation. Most
endorsements for fluoridation by trade associations are based on outdated
information, not current research/data.
Health risks. "Subsets of the population may be unusually susceptible to the
toxic effects of fluoride...[including] the elderly, people with [nutritional]
deficiencies...and people with cardiovascular and kidney problems." (U.S.
Healthand Human Services) Children from low-income families are at
particular risk because of nutritional deficiencies.
\
Congressional investigation. The FDA, CDC, and EPA have NO studies
showing safety or effectiveness of the kinds of fluoride actually usedio
fluoridate water. (Congressional subcommittee, June, 2000) The investigation
is continuing.
Fluoride ON the teeth, not IN the body, fights tooth decay best
Fluoride...works primarily via topical mechanisms." (Cover story, Journal
of the American Dental Association, July, 2000) "...regular exposure to
fluoride (toothpastes/rinses) [is] superior to fluoridated water for [cavity]
prevention." (Pediatric Nursing: 23(2): 155-159,1997)
a

Recommended Daily Fluoride Supplementation (American Dental
Association):
•Pregnant women, none
•Infants to six months, none

4

Overdosing Is Inevitable. It is impossible to control the amount of water
people drink; therefore, it is impossible to control how much fluoride adults,
children, and infants consume. Also, many beverages, baby foods, cereals,
and juices, processed with fluoridated water, contain unsafe levels of fluoride
far above the amount suggested for our water. Dental fluorosis
(mottling/discoloration of teeth) i? one result of too much fluoride.
FDA does not classify fluoride as an essential nutrient. There is no such
thing as a fluoride deficiency disease.
Fluoridation may Increase property taxes. Water districts can cover their
costs for fluoridation through water bills and/or increased property taxes. A full
disclosure of ALL costs has NOT been made.
Fluoride's already available for children who need it. Free fluoride rinses
are available in public schools. Utah's Children's Health Insurance Plan
(CHIP) covers dental care for children in low/middle^-income households.
Mass-medication. It's not appropriate to use the public water supply as a
delivery system for medication. There's a difference between treating water
with chlorine to make it safe and treating people with a drug or medication.
FDA classifies fluoride as an unapproved drug.
Medication without consent. It's morally wrong to force people to take a
medication without their consent or against their will. Should we force
fluoridation on our neighbors, especially when new research shows that we
don't have to drink fluoride to get the best effect from it?
Vote N O on F L U O R I D A T I O N !
www.StopFluoridation.homestead.com

Gene W. Miller, Ph.D., Professor Emeritus; former head—Department of
Biology, Utah State Univ.
Marc D. Flack, D.D.S., F.A.G.D., F.I.A.O.M.T.
Paul Barney, MD
David A. Hansen, Citizens for Safe Drinking Water—Utah, Davis County
Howard C. Nielson, Utah State Senator, Former U.S. Congressman
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ARGUMENT FOR FLUORIDATION
Recently, Surgeon General David Satcher stated: "Community water
fluoridation remains one of the great achievements of public health in the
twentieth century!" Why? Because it is a safe and inexpensive means of
improving dental health for everyone. Thousands of U.S. communities are
fluoridating their water today, with the first one beginning in 1945. Despite
fluoridation's impressive record, Davis County has not taken advantage of this
remarkable public health measure. Our votes this year can make a difference
in oral health for us and for succeeding generations. Please consider the
following:
What About Fluoride? Fluoride is a naturally occurring trace element found in
all water. It is important for the development of healthy bones and teeth. The
Institute of Medicine (1997) classified fluoride as a micronutrient, citing it, along
with calcium, phosphorus, magnesium, and vitamin D, as an "important
constituent in maintaining health."
What Is Water Fluoridation? Water fluoridation is the adjustment of the
natural fluoride content of water to one part per million (1ppm)--a level of
intake that strengthens tooth enamel and sharply reduces dental decay.
Does Fluoridation Work? Yes! Fluoridation can prevent as much as 40-60%
of decay in children and adults. It works better than other forms of fluoride
because it is less expensive, more reliable, and does not require a conscious
action to use it.
Is Fluoridation Safe? Absolutely! Although a few, very vocal critics oppose
fluoridation, the science and medical communities are solidly behind it. There
have been literally thousands of scientific studies done to examine the
effectiveness and safety of fluoride. Each new study has reaffirmed its medical
safety and its effectiveness in preventing dental disease. This is why credible
scientific, dental, medical and public health organizations everywhere support
water fluoridation. It is why Hill Air Force Base implemented fluoridation
several years ago. And, it is why over 270 Davis County doctors and dentists
have endorsed water fluoridation and are recommending it to their patients.
is Fluoridation Expensive? Water fluoridation is a bargain. Average national
yearly costs vary from 31 e - $2.12 per person (U.S. Public Health Service).
Carefully estimated, average, county-wide costs in Davis County are expected
to be about $2 per person per year. Fluoridation is much less expensive than
treating tooth decay. For every $1 spent on fluoridation, up to $80 is saved in
dental treatment costs.

6

Does Water Fluoridation Violate Personal Rights? Fluoridation is viewed by
the courts as a proper means of furthering public health and welfare. The
federal appellate courts have ruled 13 times that water fluoridation does not
violate personal or religious constitutional rights under the First, Fifth, or
Fourteenth Amendments. The Utah Legislature views fluoridation as a proper
issue for the majority of voters to determine. Voters in Brigham City and Helper
chose fluoridation in the 1960s.
Fluoridation has a 50 year track record of safety and effectiveness. More than
70% of the U.S. population enjoys its benefits. It's time for us to do the same.
Please vote YES on water fluoridation.

Beth Q. Beck, EdD, Chairpersoii
F(k ;K 1111

f

"i

l,i I I II), Medical Director, Primary Children's Medical Center

Brian D. Rigby, DMD, South Davis Dental Society President, Utah
Dental Association
J. Leon Sorenson, Executive Vice President, Utah Medical Association
Tammy Anderson, Region III Director, Utah Parent Teacher Association
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Steve S. Rawlings
Oavis County Clerk/Audit
P.O. Box 618
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AVERAGE COST PER PERSON IN 2002 OF DAVIS COUNTY
1/4 CENT TRANSIT SALES TAX APPROVED IN 2000 ELECTION
1. The 1/4 cent additional transit sales tax passed in 2000 produced ifviuic in (he
amount of $6,665,986.50 for the first full year of collection in 2002.
2. Divided by a Davis County population of 250,000 for 2001, the cost per person of that
additional 1/4 cent is $26.66.

Tab 10

PLAINTIFFSEXHIBIT
| EXHIBITNQ

3* .-.-..,-.5-.

DATEREC'O
I IN EVIDENCE

i CLERK

NOTICE TO
DAVIS COUNTY RESIDENTS

ANTICIPATED WATER FLUORIDATION COSTS
Provided by the Davis County Board of Health.
November 2, 2000
The Davis County Board of Health is concerned that water fluoridation costs, as they appeared in the Davis
County Official Voter Information Pamphlet, were inadequately represented for several reasons:
1'.

Only four of the 17 Davis County water systems were represented. We are not sure whether
officials from the other 13 water systems were contacted, but the Davis County Health Department
was not asked, nor was the information which was provided by Weber Basin used to determine
costs.

2.

All figures used were estimated high by as much as three times, e.g., Centervifle per connection
costs are estimated to be closer to $9 than to $31 and Bountiful costs are estimated to be closer to
$4 rather than the $12 as represented in the voter information booklet

3.

A percentage increase in base rate was indicated rather than an increase based upon water usage.
Generally, water costs are determined by usage to encourage conservation. Thus, placing a
percentage increase on a base rate is misleading.

4.

There was no explanation to the voter as to what the figures meant

The national average cost to fluoridate water is 500 per person per year. Nationally, there are differences
based-upon community size with the average cost (in 1988 dollars) in communities over 50,000 at 31 £ per
person per year and the average cost in communities of fewer than 10,000 at $2.12 per person per year
(reported in MMWR, Oct 22/1999, a publication of CDC). Brigham City reported its 1999 figures for,
operating and'maintaining water fluoridation at $1.02 per person per year.
The attached schedule for Davis County has costs based upon several factors:
D
D
O
D
G

Population
Numbers of fluoridation sites in each community
Number of people per connection
Amount of Weber Basin water used versus the amount of water available to the community
from other water sources such as wells or springs.
Acre feet water usage per person and per connectic
;y.

Costs are based upon the experience of fluoridation in Brigham City, information from water system and
fluoridation engineers at the Centers for Disease Control (CDC), observations at Hill Air Force Base, and in
consultation with Weber Basin Water Conservancy District Actual equipment and chemical costs as per the
current market were used. Maintenance and operation costs are included and capital costs of equipment
were amortized over 7 years at 7% interest. Data also includes actual per person and per connection water
usage experience in each community.
Cost differences vary by each Davis County community but per person annual costs are, in most cases,
less than a penny a day. Water fluoridation has been cost effective in other communities, saving as much
as $80 in dental costs for every $1 spent on fluoridation. Indeed, California recently released figures
showing savings of 5140 per $1 spent (CDA). One economic.analysis estimated that prevention of dental
caries, laraeiv attributed to fluoridation and fluoride containina Droducts saved $39 billion fin 1990 dollars} in

AN- EVALUATION OF ANNUAL FLUORIDATION COSTS IN
DAVIS COUNTY
^
^

PRINCIPLES: (Generally
G
LI
IJ

)

The larger the population, the lower the cost.
The fewer the number of fluoridation sites, the lower the cost.
The greater the percentage of Weber Basin water usage, the lower the cost

NOTE:
These figures have been determined based upon the experience in Brigham City, in consultation
with Weber Basin Water Conservancy District, and from information gathered during tri-annual
regulatory system surveys conducted by the Davis County Health Department.
Variables figured into each equation are the number of sites (places) where fluoridation occurs,
the amounfof water usage by each system, 1999 population figures, yearly operation and
maintenance costs, yearly chemical costs, initial capital costs of equipment amortized over 7 years
at 7% interest. Not considered were possible sources of grant monies to help with initial capital
costs.
This information has been generated, evaluated and provided by the Davis County Health
Department pursuant to its statutory requirement to provide information regarding public health
programs to the residents of Davis County. Contact Richard Harvey at 451-3296 for additional
details.
*WB = Weber Basin Water Conservancy District drinking water
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Davis County Clerk/Auditor
Steve S. Rawlings. CGFM
Clerk/Auditor

Lewis Garrett, Director of Health
FROM:

Steve S. Rawlings

DATE:

January 8, 2001

RE:

R e c e n t (li'.nr.siini1,

i c>•,I t

tluuiulait;

Thanks again for your open door policy and expression of willingness and desire to
communicate with other Departments, Cities and taxing entities.
In our last meeting I promised to send you copies of literature that had raised question! in
my mind about the cost to fluoridate the 49 sources of water within Davis County. I
understand that the 49 sources include 2 water treatment facilities and 47 other sites,
mostly wells. The 49 sources will service a population of approximately 240,000 or an
average of 4,898 individuals per source.
AtiatJiril tin* t hi ee ul the many examples in my file:

POOLESVILLE, MARYLAND
A Fact Sheet by the Town of Poolesville, MarylandfromNovember 21, 1996 showing
the equipment costs per well house to be approximately $75,000 with water system
maintenance and operation costs to range from $18,250 to $20,250 per year. The costs to
supply the town with a completefluoridesystem are estimated to be $525,000 to
$600,000 depending on the exact number of well houses to be retrofitted. Annual
operation and maintenance costs are estimated in addition to the system. These costs were
the result of an independent engineering and cost study conducted by Mr Scott Recinos
of Chester Engineering.
The population of Poolesville in 1996 was 3,796 (currently 4512) with 1,172 families in
1996 (currently 1395). The breakdown of costs in 1996 (using the lowest estimates)
equates to $24.56 per person per year or $79.56 per family per year. This calculation
amortizes building and equipment costs over 7 years.
In recent discussion with Bobbi Evans at the Poolesville City Office, we have learned
that Poolesville has notfluoridatedand does not intend to because of the high cost
involved. .

&*YO&*T

(ypfi
CQ/p%.

(

BRITISH STUDY
A British fluoridation study (1997-1998 printing) which shows an economic perspective
with an indication on page 2 - last bullet - that water sources serving less that 50,000 in
population should look at other alternatives to target families with children with
particularly poor oral status.

COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO
A City of Colorado Springs 2000 publication showing the cost of equipment to equip two
water treatment plants to be $634,000 to cover a population base of 306,451. There is
also an additional estimate of $95,000 per year for operating costs. Since the average
population per source is 153,225 the cost is minimized over the larger population base.

As you are aware, some Cities within the County also reported cost information higher
than the $1.93 average per person per year being reported by the Health Board.
Please call me after your review so
information that we have on file.

.nis information or other
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at Beckstead
Steve Rawlings [rawlings@co.davis.ut.us]
Tuesday. May 01, 2001 8:34 A M
kd7adw@yahoo.com
Pat Beckstead; Jerry f:iess
Initiative Petition

I U

Cc:

Dear Mr". Hansen,
May lr 2001
Your request to file a countywide initiative petition related to the
fluoridation or non fluoridation of Davis County drinking water has.been
thoroughly reviewed by my office. Mr. Gerald Hess, County Civil Attorney,
has also reviewed your request. We are in concurrence that if all applicable
election law requirements are met related to the filing of the petition it .
may be accepted by my office as. a qualified countywide initiative petition.
Since, ultimately, the wording for the 2002 ballot will be requested, by my
office, to come from Mr. Gerald Hess (required under State Election Law),
year proposal to meet with Mr. Hess and finalize the wording after the
filing of the petition seems like an acceptable request.
Sincerely,
ve 5. Rawlings

/ i s County Clerk/Auditor

Tab 13

rtB-n-zuiu rut U4.-U8 PM DAVIS COUNTY ATTORNEY

FAX NO. 8014514348

May• 7,2001
David A. Hansen
380 Oak Lane
Kaysville, UT 84037
(801)544-2744
Steve Rawlings
Davis County Clerk/Auditor
P.O. Box 618
Faimington, UT 8402541618

MAY 0 8 2001
DAVIS COUNTY CLERK/AUDITOR
. ^UINIIFPS EXHIBIT
EXHIBIT!*).
Z£___
MN EVIDENCE

Dear Mr. Rawlings:
Please accept the attached initiative petition as the first phase of the petition process. We, the
undersigned, want a re-vote on the issue of water fluoridation for Davis County placed on the
November 2002 ballot.
The Initiative Description is as follows:
"Re-vote on Mandatory Fluoridation Act"
Also, we respectfully demand that we be allowed to select the wording of the question as it will
appear on the ballot. I will contact you and Davis County Civil Attorney Gerald Hess once the
petition is filed to work out the details of the wording of the ballot question.
Finally we respectfully demand that your office begin to process the paper work so that we may
begin to collect the required signatures as soon as possible. If you have any further questions,
please fee] free to contact me at (801)544-2744 (evenings) or (801)594-3857 (daytime).
Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Sincerely,
David A. Hansen
enc: Initiative Description and Sponsor Signatures

P. 14/19

" » - ™

,Ut o«:09 PH DAV,S COUNTV ATTORNEY

FAX NO. 8014514348
P. 15/19

We, the undersigned, propose the following question be placed on the 2002 General Election
ballot in Davis County:
Initiative Description:

The opportunity to re-vote on the addition of fluoride to the
Davis County public water supplies

WE., THE UNDERSIGNED, WANT THE ISSUE OF WATER FLUORIDATION FOR DAVIS
COUNTY PLACED ON THE NOVEMBER 2002 BALLOT.
Sponsor Statement
I, David A. Hansen, affirm I am a registered voter and I have voted in a regular general election in Utah svithin
the last three years.
^—\
David A. Hansen
380 Oak Lane
Kaysville, UT 84037
(801)544-2744

\ i

Subscribed and affimied before me this
A.D. 2001

h
sr^i r^-r
Sponsor's Signature

O

XX

day of

//(*U^
NOTARY PUBLIC

Nancy L. Stevenson
28 Cast State St.
Farmlngton, Utan Q402S
My Commission Expire*
January 3.2004
STATE OF UTAH

(/,
Notary Public

Sponsor Statement
I> Curtis Oda, affirm I am a registered voter and I have voted in a regular general election in Utah within the last
three years.
Curtis Oda
970 S. State
Clearfield, UT 84015
(801)773-9796
Subscribed and affirmed before me this
AJ3.20O1

Sponsor's Signature

/c*m

day of f77/<£<^l
NOTARY PUBLIC

Nancy L Stevenson

t

yP7«<fff/ sF r*&£-teLitU/£L*<~«'

/

Notary Publii

21 East Stat* St.
Farminoton.Utan «4fl25
My Caromiasian Expttt*
January 3,2004
STATE OF UTAH

I

rno-ii-^uiw ,ut M : u a m DAVIS COUNTY ATTORNEY

FAX NO. 8014514348

Sponsor Statement
1, James R Knowies, affirm I am a registered voterjmd I have ypttd inajcecular general election in Utah wixhm
]
the last rhree years.
/"'J?
KlJ^
' f/^/
/s'

lames R, Knowies
4^8 S.23G W.
Kaysville.UT 84037
(801)5*17-5084

/

j

/

/

' •^Sponsor*£ Signature

Subscribed and affirmed before me this
A.D. 2001

A

NOTARY PUBLIC

Nancy L Stevenson
2B East States St,
Famjington, Utah 84025
My Commission Expires
January 3,2004
STATE OF fJTAH

Noiarv Public

Sponsor Statement
I, Helen J. Watts, aifixm I am a registered voter and I have voted in a regular general election in Utah within the
last three years.
Helen J. Watts
2589 E. 2750 N.
Layton UT 84040
(801)771-2621

Sponsc£i Signature

Subscribed and affirmed before me this,
A.D. 2001

^\\

. day of

RKW-

4*4-AW
Notary Public

_J

Sponsor Statement
I, David W. Monson, affirm I am a registered voter and I have voted in a regular general election in Utah within
the last three years.
David W. Mooson
137 S. 400 E.
Clearneid, UT 84015
(801)773-2435

'-fr**y**%J**** »£P'fry

./Sponsor's Signature/

Subscribed and affirmed before me this
AX). 2001

/ ^*~

day o f / / 4 g ^
"NOTARY PUBLIC

Nancy L. Stevanwn
•o

^/

s-*.

LJ.Usf^<t .

20 Cast Stat* St.
Farmington, Utah 84025
My Commission expires
January 3.20^4

P. 16/19

INITIATIVE PETITION

(Pa '*'
To the Honorable Sieve Rawlings, Davis County Clerk/Auditor:

CO

We, the under.signed citizens of Davis County, Utah, respectfully request that the following proposed Jaw, uRe-vote on Mattdatoi
Fluoridation AcC\ be submitted to the Davis County Commission for its approval or rejection at its next meeting, or to the legai
voters of Davis County in the 2002 general election if the County Commission rejects the proposed law or takes no action on i t

LO

Re-vote on Mandatory Fluoridation Act

O
CO

Li-

u]

Section 1. binding of the Voters: We the voters of Davis County find that:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Evidence points to health rusks to persons who ingest or usefluoride,its derivatives> or compounds;
Full disclosure of these risks have not been made lo the citizens of Davis County;
It is unconstitutional Tor one segment of the population to impair another segments freedom of choice byfluoridatingthe
public water supply.
True county-wide costs have not been disclosed, and recent cost estimates are astronomical.

o
<n
>£—
ID

O

CO

Section 2. Rcquesi for re-vote on fluoridation: We the voters of Davis County respectfully demand that the question be re-submitted U
voters with the ballot reading as follows: "Should fluoride be added to the public water supplies within Davis County?"
Scction;3. Repeal of prior action: We the voters of Davis County request that if the voters return a NO answer to the ballot, the public
water supplies in Davis County shall not be fluoridated and that ailfluoridationand/or proposedfluoridationof public water supplies s
cease.
Section 4. LTfective date: This act shall take effect five days following its passage by a vote of the legal voters of Davis County.

3

Section 5. Severability Clause: If any provision of this act, or the application of any provision to any person or circumstances, is hek!
invalid, the icmainder of this chapter shall be given effect without the invalid provision or application.

?

Each signer of this petition states:

1

3

I have peisonaily signed this petition; I am registered lo vote in Utah or intend to become registered to vote in Utah before the certific
of the petition names by the county clerk.

Initiative Title: He-vote on Mandatory Fluoridation Act

i^-*t*farr
P(a

Warning: If is n class A misdemeanor for anyone lo sign m*y Jnilinlivc petition \\\\\\ any olhcr nntue thaw fiis own, or knowingly lo sign bis name more Ihnn once for lUc same lucosnrc, or lo sign na
initiative petition when he kunv-s lie is not a registered volcr and knows UiM he does not iiilend lo become registered lo vote before the certification of the petition names by the county clerk.

Each signer says: "I have personally signed this petition; I am registered to vote in Utah or intend to become registered to vote in Utah bet
the certification of the petition names by the county clerk; and my residence and i>ost office address are written correctly after my mime.
1

i
*«r omccuiconly j

Registered Voter's Primed Name

*'

(Musi be IqjfeU Jofeec*i»ilrd)

1

I

1

|

!

1

'

1

i
I1

1

1

Sn eel Address, Cily, Stale, Zip Code

Signature of Registered Voter

!

i

J

»

i

i

3D
3D

^VERIFICATION

6
State of Utah, County of Davis
X)
•r>

s
3*

I.
:
hereby state that: I am registered to vote in Utah;

of.

"AU the names that appear on this sheet were signed by persons who professed to be the persons whose names appear in it, and each of tlieni sigi
his name on it in my presence;

2:

I

I believe that each lias printed and signed his name and written his post office address and residence correctly, and that each signer is registered»
vote in Utah or intends to become registered tc vote before the certification of the petition names by the county clerk."

Signature of Witness
Address of Witness
D

Phoiie Number
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Davis County Clerk/Auditor
Steve S. Rawlings, CGFM

Patricia Beckstead
Elections Coordinator
801-451-3589

Clerk/Auditor

CERTIFICATION
INITIATIVE PETITION
RE-VOTE ON MANDATORY FLUORIDATION ACT

I, Steve S. Rawlings, Clerk/Auditor of Davis County, State of Utah, do hereby
certify that 8,663 signatures are required to submit the attached Initiative Petition for
"Re-Vote on Mandatory Fluoridation Act" to the Davis County Commission. All
signature packets have been completed and 9,650 have been verified as registered voters.

SUMMARY
Packets received
Signatures Filed
Registered
Not Registered
Duplicate Signatures
Illegible
Disqualified

207
12,146
9,650
1,478
847
36
135

^th

Dated this 9_ day of July 2002.
Steve^S. Rawlings
Davis County Clerk/Auditoi;

(SEAL)

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 1
| EXHIBIT NO.
/2-

\CASEHQ.0JL0£0/3</?l
DATEREC'D
IN EVIDENCE
CLERK

J-^

Davis County Courthouse • P.O. Box 618, Farmington, Utah 84025 • (801) 451-3324, TDD 451-3228, Fax 451-3421

May 7,2001
David A. Hansen
380 Oak Lane
Kaysville,UT 84037
(801)544-2744

mewnrmj)
MAY 0 8 2001
DAVIS COUNTY CLERK/AUDITOR

Steve Rawlings
Davis County Clerk/Auditor
P.O. Box 618
Farmington, UT 84025-0618
Dear Mr. Rawlings:
Please accept the attached initiative petition as the first phase of the petition process. We, the
undersigned, want a re-vote on the issue of water fluoridation for Davis County placed on the
November 2002 ballot.
The Initiative Description is as follows:
"Re-vote on Mandatory Fluoridation Act."
Also, we respectfully demand that we be allowed to select the wording of the question as it will
appear on the ballot. I will contact you and Davis County Civil Attorney Gerald Hess once the
petition is filed to work out the details of the wording of the ballot question.
Finally we respectfully demand that your office begin to process the paper work so that we may
begin to collect the required signatures as soon as possible. If you have any further questions,
please feel free to contact me at (801)544-2744 (evenings) or (801)594-3857 (daytime).
Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Sjncerely,
David A. Hansen
enc: Initiative Description and Sponsor Signatures

We, i
.idersigned, propose the following qi>
ballot in Davis County:
Initiative Description:

n be placed on the 2002 General Elev

The opportunity to re-vote on the addition of fluoride to the
Davis County public water supplies

WE, THE UNDERSIGNED, WANT THE ISSUE OF WATER FLUORIDATION FOR DAVIS
COUNTY PLACED ON THE NOVEMBER 2002 BALLOT.
Sponsor Statement
I, David A. Hansen, affirm I am a registered voter and I have voted in a regular general election in Utah within
the last three years.
David A. Hansen
380 Oak Lane
Kaysville, UT 84037
(801)544-2744

Sponsor's Signature

Subscribed and affirmed before me this
A.D. 2001

Q

day of

r/ttLcL
#-

NOTARY PUBLIC
Nancy L. Stevenson
28 East State St.
Farmlrtgton, Utah 84025
My Commission Expires
January 3,2004

Notary Publ**;

_ STATE OF UTAH

Sponsor Statement
I, Curtis Oda, affirm I am a registered voter and I have voted in a regular general election in Utah within the last
three years.
/
Curtis Oda
970 S. State
Clearfield, UT 84015
(801)773-9796

-?*

Subscribed and affirmed before me this

Sponsor's Signature

T7^

day o f / 7 7 ^ „
fT"

AD. 2001
MIAJJJP/ ft PT< . ^JZt^A-e^rf
#)*«*
•fc^
Notary Publi^

fax

y

NOTARY PUBLIC
Nancy L. Stevenson
2 t East State St.
Farmlngton.Utah *4025
My Ctmmissiin Exerts

January 3,2004
STATE OF UTAH

Sponso

element

I, James R. Knowles, affirm I am a registered voterjmd 11
the last three years.

ular general election in Utah within

James R. Knowles
458 S, 230 W.
Kaysville, UT 84037
(801)547-5084
Subscribed and affirmed before me this
A.D. 2001

$L

day oVTltLU

NOTARY PUBLIC
Nancy L. Stevenson
28 East State St.
Farmington.Utah 84025
My Commission Expires

January 3,2004
__ STATE OF UTAH

'PuWic

Sponsor Statement
I, Helen J. Watts, affirm I am a registered voter and I have voted in a regular general election in Utah within the
last three years.

//.Uiuatlkttr

Helen J. Watts
2589 E. 2750 N.
Layton UT 84040
(801)771-2621

Sponsors Signature

• *V\

Subscribed and affirmed before me this
A.D. 2001

. fay of ffVw
NOTARY PUBLIC
LINDA MAY
28 East State Street
Farminaton. Utah 84025
fviy Commission Expires

$ A -AW

Notary Public

5

Ociooer 5, 2002

STATE OF UTAH

Sponsor Statement
I, David W. Monson, affirm I am a registered voter and I have voted in a regular general election in Utah within
the last three years.
David W. Monson
137 S. 400 E.
Clearfield, UT 84015
(801)773-2435
Subscribed and affirmed before me this
AD. 2001

x>nsor's Signature/

/

day of//ftZ£f~
(J

NOTARY PUBLIC

Nancy L. Stevenson
28 East State St.
Farmington.Utah 84025
My Commission Expires

January 3,2004
STATS OF UTAH

INITIATIVE PETITION
To the Honorable Steve Rawlings, Davis County Cleric/Auditor:
1] he undersigned citizens of Davis County, Utah, respectfully request that the following proposed law, "Re-vote on Mandatory
A jridation Act", be submitted to the Davis County Commission for its approval or rejection at its next meeting, or to the legal
voters of Davis County in the 2002 general election if the County Commission rejects the proposed law or takes no action on it.
Re-vote on Mandatory Fluoridation Act
Section 1, Finding of the Voters: We the voters of Davis County find that:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Evidence points to health risks to persons who ingest or use fluoride, its derivatives, or compounds;
Full disclosure of these risks have not been made to the citizens of Davis County;
It is unconstitutional for one segment of the population to impair another segment's freedom of choice by fluoridating the
public water supply.
True county-wide costs have not been disclosed, and recent cost estimates are astronomical.

Stf
J 2, Request for re-vote on fluoridation: We the voters of Davis County respectfully demand that the question be re-submitted to the
voters with the ballot reading as follows: "Should fluoride be added to the public water supplies within Davis County?"
Section 3. Repeal of prior action: We the voters of Davis County request that if the voters return a NO answer to the ballot, the public
water supplies in Davis County shall not be fluoridated and that all fluoridation and/or proposed fluoridation of public water supplies shall
cease.
Section 4. Effective date: This act shall take effect five days following its passage by a vote of the legal voters of Davis County.
Section 5. Severability Clause: If any provision of this act, or the application of any provision to any person or circumstances, is held
invalid, the remainder of this chapter shall be given effect without the invalid provision or application.
Edrl% signer of this petition states:
I have personally signed this petition; I am registered to vote in Utah or intend to become registered to vote in Utah before the certification
of the petition names by the county clerk.

DAVIS COUNTY -INITIATIVE PETITION REPORTING FORM
PETITION TITLE:

rxc-VOTE ON MANDATORY FLUORIDATION ACT

Packet #

Siq. Filed

Registered

Non-Reg

Piff. Add.

Illegible

Duplicates

Diff. Co.

100

68

56

9

3

0

0

0

Disqualified
0

0

101

69

54

12

3

0

0

0

107

68

60

1

2

0

5

0

0

108

55

45

1

1

0

8

0

0

110

5

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

111

48

34

4

2

0

8

0

0

112

28

28

0

0

0

0

0

0

116

70

63

2

1

0

4

0

0

120

70

49

14

5

1

1

0

0

123

49

40

1

2

0

6

0

0

127

69

45

20

2

0

2

0

0

129

71

62

5

2

0

2

0

0

133

57

51

2

1

0

3

0

0

134

59

47

7

2

0

3

0

0

141

69

59

5

5

0

b

0

0

143

16

12

2

1

0

0

0

1

145

50

35

9

1

0

3

0

2

146

65

48

4

4

0

1

0

8

147

59

46

4

4

0

5

0

0

148

27

15

3

5

0

1

0

3

149

34

27

4

1

0

1

0

1

153

33

24

0

2

0

7

0

0

154

70

57

6

4

0

0

0

3

155

70

59

7

2

0

1

0

1

161

52

43

6

0

0

3

0

0

165

45

21

16

1

0

5

0

2

168

60

54

3

3

0

0

0

0

171

61

26

18

4

0

5

0

8

173

66

35

20

6

1

0

0

4_

174

69

53

7

2

0

7

0

0

175

70

52

6

2

0

9

0

1*

184

34

23

4

2

0

3

0

2

185

71

61

4

2

0

1

0

3

0

2

186

68

59

2

2

0

3

190

61

43

2

2

0

9

0

5

191

68

61

2

4

0

1

0

0

192

71

59

4

3

0

5

0

0

193

64

55

5

0

0

4

0

0

194

68

55

7

1

0

5

0

0

195

70

55

6

0

0

9

0

0

197

61

45

3

4

0

8

0

1

209

47

33

8

4

0

1

0

1

211

5

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

213

57

45

7

1

0

4

0

0

219

53

34

7

0

0

12

0

0
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Packet*

Sig. Filed

Registered

Non-Reg

Diff. Add.

Illegible

Duplicates

Diff. Co.

Disgualified

222

4

3

0

0

0

0

0

1

226

67

59

6

0

0

1

0

1

228

69

50

10

7

0

2

0

0

232

49

46

2

1

0

0

0

0

234

66

46

7

9

0

4

0

0

253

65

52

5

7

0

1

0

0

254

48

37

2

0

0

9

0

0

264

50

42

0

5

0

3

0

0

282

44

31

7

2

0

4

0

0

291

68

44

11

2

0

11

0

0

292

30

23

1

2

0

4

0

0

294

28

23

1

0

0

4

0

0

295

42

27

3

3

0

6

0

3

298

50

35

1

7

0

7

0

0

299

70

58

3

1

0

8

0

0

304

60

39

6

1

0

4

0

10

305

50

15

3

2

0

23

0

7

315

70

65

2

2

1

0

0

0

320

54

44

2

3

0

5

0

0

323

58

45

3

4

0

6

0

0

324

68

54

9

4

0

0

0

1

326

70

59

5

2

1

3

0

0

327

69

60

5

4

0

0

0

0

328

69

64

5

0

0

0

0

0

329

70

63

4

3

0

0

0

0

330

70

56

8

2

0

4

0

0

331

70

43

4

2

0

17

0

4

334

70

62

2

3

0

3

0

0

335

68

50

16

2

0

0

0

0
1

339

68

41

18

5

0

3

0

340

66

37

21

4

0

4

0

0

341

68

54

7

5

0

1

0

1

362

39

19

2

5

0

10

0

3

367

47

36

4

5

0

2

0

0

368

68

47

8

4

0

6

0

3

380

4

2

1

0

0

1

0

0

381

68

45

14

3

1

5

0

0

383

69

44

18

4

0

3

0

0

390

70

64

1

4

0

1

0

0

392

68

60

4

4

0

0

0

0

393

44

38

2

2

0

1

0

1

404

2

1

0

2

0

0
0

59

54

416

70

47

8

7

0

8

0

418

64

57

2

2

0

3

0

0

429

60

36

9

4

0

11

0

0
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Siq. Filed

Registered

Non-Reg

Diff. Add.

430

70

52

7

433

47

36

1

436

64

42

5

4

437

33

15

4

2

439

70

53

7

3

440

60

52

4

2

446

52

34

3

3

447

55

38

454

66

46

455

49

37

456

69

50

462

70

58

487

33

27

490

72

59

491

68

62

496

70

54

499

70

51

500

70

66

501

70

48

501A

44

34

502

23

17

503

56

44

504

69

50

506

68

62

509

40

36

513

46

29

517

71

58

519

70

67

519A

49

35

3
^

.
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Illegible

Duplicates
8

3

8 '

11

12

11

10

10

520

53

49

520A

70

57

521

70

64

522

70

47

522A

42

39

524

68

48

19

525

68

38

24

526

69

55

10

531

69

57

533

71

65

538

44

36

540

70

42

22

541

67

52

11

542

70

63

542A

70

45

544

70

64

11

11

Diff. Co.

Disqualified
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Packet #

Sig. Filed

Registered

Non-Reg

545

70

53

9

545A

44

29

548

64

33

549

69

55

550

70

61

551

126

90

552

70

56

552A

35

29

553

70

65

554

71

60

554A

88

62

555

69

56

557

Piff.Add.
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illegible

Duplicates

Diff. Co.

Disqualified

0

8

0

0

547

21

20

15

70

54

557A

51

46

558

25

16

560

70

37

24
17

562

69

40

563

60

49

564

50

32

49 ,

31
14
12

564A
567

10

70

53

568

56

34

569

52

45

569A

70

54

570

70

61

571

49

29

572

70

44

50

31
14
34

573
574

18
17

69

52

574A

70

32

575

68

50

577

14

580

47

28

582

63

37

13

583

70

45

16

584

68

46

587

67

57

588

38

30

589

42

29

591

70

62

592

56

44

593

56

31

12
10

594

70

52

595

39

24

10

10

11

10
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Sip. Filed

Registered
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Diff. Add.

Illegible

Duplicates

Diff. Co.

Disqualified

596

44

40

0

1

0

3

0

0

598

50

38

7

4

0

1

0

0

598A

59

53

3

0

0

3

0

0

599

60

49

4

0

0

7

0

0

599A

65

29

6

1

0

29

0

0

600

31

23

7

1

0

0

0

0

601

55

40

7

2

0

6

0

0

0

0

633

8

7

1

0

0

0

640

32

21

2

0

0

9

0

0

647

70

55

12

1

0

2

0

0

654

64

50

2

1

0

11

0

0

659

70

51

15

1

1

2

0

0

674

65

48

4

3

0

10

0

0

675

70

49

12

6

0

3

0

0

679

51

39

6

2

0

4

0

0

680

70

47

3

2

0

18

0

0

688

69

49

13

4

0

2

0

1

689

66

41

17

3

0

3

0

2

690

70

43

12

6

0

9

0

0

691

70

59

1

4

0

6

0

0

692

70

52

8

4

0

6

0

0

695

70

46

15

3

0

6

0

0

696

70

44

16

4

0

5

0

1

697

69

37

12

10

4

6

0

0

698

67

36

20

4

0

3

0

4

699

68

44

14

5

1

4

0

0

700

68

41

16

5

1

5

0

0

207

12146

9113

1478

537

36

847

0

135
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COMMISSION MINUTES
July 9,2002
The Board of Davis County Commissioners met in the Commission Chambers of the Davis
County Courthouse, Farmington, Utah, on July 9, 2002. Members present were Commissioner Dannie R
McConkie, Commissioner Michael J. Cragun, Clerk/Auditor Steve S. Rawlings, Chief Deputy Civil
Attorney Gerald E. Hess, and Commission Office Manager Linda May. Commissioner Carol R Page was
excused as she is attending a conference in Santa Fe, New Mexico,

Public i Wr-I
ing

Rezone of
One Parcel
A-5toA-l
for Earl
Payne

Commissioner Cragun made a motion to go into a public hearing. The motion was seconded by
"
'' "mmissioner McConkie. All voted aye.

Barry Burton, Community and Economic Development, introduced Earl Payne. The purpose of
the public hearing is to-address a rezone of one parcel from A-5 to A-l as requested by Mr. Payne. The
address is 1146 So. 4500 W in Syracuse. The land is boarded currendy on two sides by A I parcels. The
sewer system1 and utilities for services are in place. There were no public comments made.

Commissioner Cragun made a motion to close the public meeting, Coiiimissionn MVt "unkn;
seconded the motion. All voted aye.

Approval of
Rezone for
Earl Payne

Agreement
#2002-145
Morgan Asphalt for
Pub. Works
Parking Lot

Commissioner Cragun made a motion tu approve the rezone of one parcel fi, in

lX

ii», A i as

explained at the public hearing Commissioner McConkie seconded the motion. All voted aye.

I -.: /e Adaiiiiuu, Ijii v i > < <' .mil) Fuli'iiL Works Director, presented an agreement #2002-145 with
Morgan Asphalt, Inc. It is to construct a parking lot adjacent to the new Public Works Office Building. It
is in the amount of $58,600.00. Commissioner Cragun made a motion to approve. Commissioner
McConkie seconded the motion, All voted aye. The document is on file in the office of the Davis County
Clerk/Auditor.

Agreement
#2002-146
Cache Valley'
r
lectric for
Traffic Con:roI Loops

Dave Adamson also presented an agreement #2002-146 with Cache Valley Electric ... ;. ,..
a video detection camera and traffic control loops to control the traffic light at 300 North .-JOO West m
Clearfield, Utah. It is in the amount of $850.00 to install the video detection camera and $3,600.00 to
install the three traffic control loops. Commissioner Cragun made a motion to approve, Commissioner
McConkie seconded the motion. All voted aye The document is on file in the office of the Davis County
Clerk/Auditor.

ertifiratinn |

Steve Rawlings, Clerk/Auditor, and Pat Beckstead, Election Coordinator, presented the
Certification for the Initiative Petition Re-vote on Mandatory Fluoridation Act. The signatures required
were 8,663. All signature packets have been completed and 9,650 signatures have been verified as
registered voters The recommendation of the Commission is to forward the information to the Davis
County Attorney Office for review and preparation of legal opinion to be given to the Commission on or
before the meeting of August 6, 2002.
PUINTIFF;S,EXHIBIT
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Davis County Clerk/Auditor
Steve S. Rawiings, CGFM
Clerk/Auditor

TO:

Jerry Hess

FROM:

Steve S. Rawlings < ^ Q _

DATE:

August 1, 2002

RE:

Fluoride Petition

After our discussion yesterday and reviewing the letter you received from Mr. David
Irvine and the press release initiated by Utahns for Better Dental Health written by Beth
Beck and David Irvine, I would respectfully request that you consider the following in
rendering your opinion:
Section 20A-1-401 of the Election Code related to controversies says "(1) Courts and
election officers shall construe the provisions of Tide 20A, Election Code, liberally to
carry out the intent of this title."
Case law already in place mandates that the clerk (election official) cannot refuse a
petition that is filed and must take such petition to the legislative body if the required
signatures are obtained and certified.
.33i£ petition filed does have the heading "Initiative Petition" and does ask for a revote on
an existing law. Liberally interpreting the election code, the petition could be
.constructively construed as having the intent of a "Referendum Petition" which requires
the same number of signatures as an initiative petition. If the intent is to revote on an
?'iexisting law the petition has fulfilled, in content and body, the requirements of a
'.^Referendum Petition."
Using Mr. Irvine's own words from his press release, 'They are required to seek a
referendum before the act complained of takes effect." The act of adding fluoride to the
public culinary water systems in Davis County requires that one part per million be added
to the system. That law has not yet been enacted because the mandate to fluoridate has
not yet been fulfilled and has, in fact, been extended by the Board of Health until October
15, 2002. It could be legitimately argued that the date the act takes effect is the date that
one part per million is actually added to the "entire" Davis County Water System as
required by the vote. In addition, with the court ruling related to Woods Cross, an
argument may be made that the law as enacted and voted upon will never be able to "take
effect" because an entire city within the County will not add any fluoride to the water.

Davis County Courthouse • P.O. Box 618. Farminzton. Utah 84025 • (801)451-3324 TDD 457-?22* Far 4*)J-142l

fix

(JD

As you remember, voting precincts and water district boundaries in the County do not
match and it was decided that the election must be a "countywide" election and the vote
considered such. No one City could stand-alone. Fluoridation is not yet a part of die
entire County's water systems and may never be enacted in the entire County as the vote
originally required.
Mr. Irvine erroneously states in his letter to you 'The petition was filed with the County
Clerk: just a few weeks ago." The fact is that the petition was officially filed with my
bffice,* according to definitions and requirements of die election code, on May 8,2001
'Ind'iswell in advance of any fluoride being added to the water and the law taking effect
ift"in fact, the law can ever take effect in the entire County. This date is also within the
35-day timeframe of the fluoride order being issued by the Health Department on April 5,
2001, which may be considered the date the law went into effect.
Your initial opinion letter, which I requested prior to the 2000 election, on the feasibility
of having a countywide vote on fluoridation cautioned that the fluoride legislation itself
was flawed and that the legislature should be asked to define the term "functionally
separate" prior to the County embarking into putting the question on the ballot. You also
cautioned that there were some cities and or water districts that may be functionally
separate. Your concerns have now come to fruition and the law has not and cannot be
fully implemented as originally promised by the Health Board and voted upon.
It should also be mentioned that the press release talks about Centerville and the two
votes held there (second vote by petition) related to fluoride in a positive way but makes
no mention of the Court case involving Woods Cross City.
Thanks again, for your dedicated time and concern.
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Pat Beckstead stated that the special session of the legislature has determined that the election

Election
Canvass
Date for
General
Election

canvass can occur 7 - 1 4 days following an election. This will allow each county to determine the date
they will hold their canvass within the 7 - 14 day time frame.

Commissioner Cragun made a motion to go into closed session to discuss pending litigation.

Closed
Session

Commissioner Page seconded the motion. All voted aye.

No further action upon returning to open meeting. Meeting adjourned.

COMMISSION MINUTES
August 6,2002
The Board of Davis County Commissioners met in the Commission Chambers of the Davis
County Courthouse, Farmington, Utah, on August 6, 2002. Membi - , . . . .
McConkie, Commissioner Carol R. Page, C O I L ^ ^ C W ; ^ .vl.^.u,
Rawlings, CI lief Di sput) Ci'-i il County Attorne • I" • • * * w * -

» Augur

,t \ r.^.i^.ii, Ddh
" *-l* * !..••*. ; Sr--\c

Commission Office Manager Linda

'b laj

Consideration of Initiative Petition Re-vote
on Mandatory Fluoridation Act

been reviewed by the Davis County Attorney Office. Commissioner McConkie asked for Jerry Hess,

I Jo Motion

Davis County Civil Attorney, to present his findings. The issue of a referendum or initiative petition was

i

HIP

The petition for consideration of the Initiative Petition Re-vote on Mandatory Fluoridation Act is
before the commission. Commissioner McConkie stated that the merits of fluoride, either for or against,
will not be debated today. The petition has been presented and the factual data regarding the petition has

'i ni i

reviewed according to definition and under the laws of the State of Utah. A referendum by definition is to

Petition Sent
to
Clerk/Auditor for Placing on the
Ballot

challenge a law passed by a local legislative body and repeal the law. AH initiative petition i _ .
It is governed by election law. The constitution provides for petition initiati met the requirements

, ...

matter to the peetv

\* \* r*

.,

• ^NLuai'h,:
,•;;

/ ...M*.

-eis-..

I! pi,. i ^ folio* e *?
" - * r . .';-.-!V: :.

to the people, or (3) reject the matter. Commissioner

McConkie stated that he feels neutrality is in the best interest of the Commission, otherwise, to adopt
would be to set up challenge under Utah Code appearing to put an end to fluoridation or to reject would
give appearance of endorsement to continue the fluoridation. There are 9650 people who have signed the
petition for revote which required 8663. Commissioner McConkie called twice for a motion and none was
given. There was no action taken on this matter by the Commissioners. The Initiative Petition is now sent
to Steve Rawlings, Davis County Clerk/Auditor, for preparation of putting it on the ballot in November
according to election law. Mr. Rawlings stated that his office will ask the attorney's office for the official
wording and move forward to place it on the ballot.
PLAINTIFF'S
EXHIBIT
'SEXh
EXHIBIT NO.

CASE NO.
DATEREC'D
IN EVIDENCE
CLERK

mot
h

Z£

i 0
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David R. Irvine (1621)
255 East 400 South, Suite 100
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
(801)328-1155
f

Janet I. Jenson (4226)
JENSON & STAVROS, LLC
255 East 400 South, Suite 100
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
(801)363-4011

%<•»

'-'-'Om DISTKKj COURT

Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
DAVIS COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

UTAHNS FOR BETTER DENTAL HEALTH
DAVIS, INC., a Utah Nonprofit Corporation,
Plaintiff,

Civil No.: 020801343

vs.
DAVIS COUNTY COMMISSION,
Commissioner Dan R. McConkie,
Commissioner Carol R. Page,
Commissioner Michael J. Cragun;
DAVIS COUNTY CLERK,
Steve S. Rawlings,

Judge Glen R. Dawson

Defendant.

PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR AWARD OF ATTORNEYS' FEES and COSTS

I. THE COURT HAS EQUITY POWER TO AWARD PLAINTIFF
ITS ATTORNEYS' FEES AND COSTS.
1. Normally, attorneys' fees are not awarded to the prevailing party absent a contractual
agreement or a statutory basis for making such an award. However, the Utah Supreme Court has
recognized a doctrine in equity for making an award of attorneys' fees where a governmental entity
charged with the statutory responsibility of enforcing the law fails to do so and that burden falls to
private citizens. This is the "private attorney general" doctrine set out at length by the Court in
Stewart v. Utah Public Service Commission, 885 P.2d 759, 781-784 (Utah 1994).
2. In the Stewart case, the Public Service Commission and all the state agencies charged
by law with the responsibility to set, review, or challenge utility rates, including the Committee of
Consumer Services and the Division of Public Utilities, entered into a stipulation with U.S. West in
which they all agreed to an incentive rate plan which allowed U.S. West to set its own rates and to
veto any rates the Commission might adopt with which U.S. West disagreed. The citizenratepayers who brought suit believed that all of the State's utility regulatory agencies had violated
the law and the Utah Constitution. The Utah Supreme Court agreed, finding that the stipulated
incentive rate plan was unconstitutional and permitted U.S. West to set rates that resulted in an
unlawfully high rate of return.
3. Moreover, the Stewart court awarded the citizen-plaintiffs their attorneys' fees.
Stewart directly applies to the facts of the instant case because of one key common element: the
state entities charged by statute to protect the public interest and the state's ratepayers all sided
with U.S. West — even the Committee of Consumer Services sided with U.S. West - leaving the
ratepayers utterly without an advocate and without counsel. The ratepayers who believed the
stipulation was unconstitutional were left to their own devices. They had to retain private counsel
to represent them because the officials charged by statute to protect the public interest abandoned
it, leaving the public's interest without a voice.

2

4. It is clearfromthe Stewart opinion that the Court's majority was incensed that all of
the state's utility regulators had abdicated their statutory regulatory role and had become advocates
for a rate-setting scheme proposed by a utility which was, the Court found, both unlawful and
unconstitutional. Because the state's ratepayers had been left totally on their own, without the
benefit of the State's lawyers whose statutory duty was to enforce the law in their behalf, the Court
invoked the "private attorney general" doctrine in order to relieve the private citizen plaintiffs of
the cost of the attorneys' fees they had incurred to advocate the public interest which the state
wrongfully abdicated.
5. Justice Stewart, writing for the majority, explains the equity power of courts: "[I]n the
absence of a statutory or a contractual authorization, a court has inherent equitable power to award
reasonable attorney fees when it deems it appropriate in the interest ofjustice and equity." [Citing
Hall v. Cole, 412 U.S. 1, 5, 93 S.Ct. 1943, 1946, 36 L.Ed.2d 702 (1973).] Discussing the Court's
"inherent power," he states:
Another appropriate circumstance for awarding fees is where a party prevails "as a
'private attorney general' when the 'vindication of a strong or societally important public
policy' takes place and the necessary costs in doing so 'transcend the individual plaintiffs
pecuniary interest to an extent requiring subsidization [citing Serrano v. Priest, 20 Cal. 3d
25, 141 Cal. Rptr. 315, 326, 569 P.2d 1303, 1314 (1977)]."
6. As more fully set out below, the facts of the instant case are identical to those of
Stewart. As in Stewart, it is appropriate, fair, and equitable for the Court to enter an order
awarding plaintiff its attorneys' fees for advocating the public's interest. Moreover, Utah Code
Ann. § 78-33-10 allows the Court to "make such award of costs as may seem equitable and just."
The costs incurred by plaintiff in this action are just and reasonable, and they are set out, along
with plaintiffs attorneys' fees and time, in Exhibit 1, which is attached hereto.
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II. AS IN STEWART, THE COUNTY COMMISSION AND THE CLERK
KNOWINGLY ABDICATED THEIR DUTY TO UPHOLD AND DEFEND THE LAW,
LEAVING THE PUBLIC'S INTEREST UNREPRESENTED.
7. It is beyond question that a fundamental aspect of due process is to have governmental
decisions made by neutral, disinterested officials who uphold and follow established law. In the
2000 general election, the majority had voted to fluoridate the water in Davis County. All sides
had been given an opportunity to be heard and to vote, and the vote for fluoridation having carried
a majority, the Davis County Commissioners and the Davis County Clerk had a duty to implement
and sustain the will of the majority and to uphold the law which was — after November 2000 — to
implement fluoridation.
8. The Davis County Commissioners and the Davis County Clerk completely abdicated
their duty to uphold and defend the will of the majority and the law. At a public meeting of the
Davis County Commission on August 6, 2002, Commissioners and the defendant Clerk refused to
take any action on the "initiative petition" which ultimately became the subject of this lawsuit. By
refusing to take any action whatsoever, the Commissioners and the Clerk utterly abdicated the
authority "public officials" have under well developed Utah case law, when presented with a
petition or referendum for filing, "to reject that petition if, in fact, it is legally insufficient or is
directed to a matter that is not subject to an initiative or referendum." Taylor v. South Jordan City
Recorder, 972 P.2d 423 (Utah 1998), citing Salt Lake on Track v. Salt Lake City, 939 P.2d 680
(Utah 1997) [citations omitted]. See also, White v. Welling, 57 P.2d 703 (Utah 1936); Tobias v.
South Jordan City Recorder, 342 Utah Adv. Rep. 47 (Utah 1998).
9. Indeed, in failing to even consider the legal sufficiency of the proposed "initiative," the
county officials ignored a prior meeting with plaintiffs counsel and Beth Beck and a letter setting
out multiple ways in which the "initiative" was legally infirm and requesting that the Commission
declare the petition to be a referendum filed out of time.
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10. Finally, when the plaintiffs counsel requested an opportunity to explain at the public
hearing the Commission's duty under Utah law to determine the legal sufficiency of the petition
and to reject it if it were found to be an untimely referendum, the Commission Chairman refused to
let him speak.
11. In refusing to determine the legal sufficiency of the "initiative petition" presented to
them, and in turning a blind eye to its infirmities pointed out by plaintiff and plaintiffs counsel, the
Commission and Clerk willfully abdicated their duty to uphold and defend the law and to give
effect to the will of the majority. Rather, the Commission and the Clerk deliberately ignored any
inquiry into whether the "initiative" was, in fact, a legal referendum which should not have been
placed on the ballot. Leaping over this issue, the Commission instead engaged in a lengthy
discussion of "local initiatives" under Utah Code Ann. 20A-7-501(3)(d) which provides that "[i]f
a county legislative body rejects a proposed county ordinance or amendment, or takes no action on
it, the county clerk shall submit it to the voters of the county at the next general election." By
taking no action with regard to the "initiative" — knowing their refusal to act would result in
placing the vote on fluoridation back onto the general election ballot — the Commission and the
Clerk negated the effect of the majority's previous vote and left the public interest with no
representative and no advocate. Not only was the public interest left without representation, but
the County Attorney, who was called upon to defend the Commission's and the Clerk's knowing
abdication, was thereby dragooned into representing the petition sponsors — a small but very vocal
minority who were angry that they had lost fair and square in the previous election vote.
12. It would not have been necessary for the plaintiff to file this lawsuit had the
Commission and the Clerk performed their clear duty under settled Utah case law to vet the legality
of the "initiative." Because they utterly abdicated their duty to do so, they abandoned the
representation of the public interest as expressed by the 52% majority of county voters, and they
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forced the County Attorney to expend public funds to represent the minority who wished to
overturn the established law. Without plaintiffs willingness to bring this lawsuit, the public would
have had no representation at all, their previous vote would have been negated, and the significant
public expenditure in furtherance of fluoridation would have been simply wasted.
III. HERE, THE COUNTY OFFICIALS' ABDICATION OF THEIR DUTY
TO UPHOLD THE LAW AND REPRESENT THE PUBLIC INTEREST
WAS MORE EGREGIOUS THAN IN THE STEWART CASE
BECAUSE THE COMMISSION CHAIRMAN AND THE CLERK
HAD A CONFLICT OF INTEREST AND A PERSONAL STAKE
THAT WAS NEVER DISCLOSED TO THE PUBLIC
13. In the Stewart case, there was no indication that, in agreeing to stipulated ratemaking,
the governmental decisionmakers in the Public Service Commission or the state agencies involved
were advancing any self-interest or acting out of personal bias. Here, that is not so.
14. As plaintiff discovered by checking records at the County Clerk's office, both the
County Clerk and the Davis County Commission Chairman had signed onto the petition to repeal
fluoridation. Neither the Clerk nor the Commission ever disclosed this fact in any public forum.
More importantly, they failed to disclose during the public meeting on August 6, 2002 that they
themselves had signed onto the petition, and that they personally supported a re-vote and the repeal
of fluoridation. Given Commission Chairman McConkie's failure to disclose that he was a petition
signer, his statements at the meeting to the effect that "We don't want to give anyone cause to say
we are for or against a re-vote," ring hypocritically hollow.
15. Nevertheless, without disclosing their pro-"initiative" bias or the fact that they had
personally signed onto the very petition then before them for their consideration, the Commission
and Clerk rejected any attempt to determine whether the "initiative petition" was legal and valid,
and by dramatically opting to take no action, positively ensured that it advanced to the general
election ballot. By declining to act, they knowingly advanced their own personal cause, and by
failing to determine that the "initiative petition" was, in fact, an illegal, out-of-time referendum,
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they ensured that their personal political views would advance. They did so, most deliberately, at
the expense of the majority of voters in Davis County who did not share their view and whose votes
were thereby negated and whose voice was left without a spokesman. Were it not for plaintiff and
plaintiffs counsel, the public's interest and viewpoint would have been altogether unrepresented.
16. By permitting an illegal petition, which some of them had signed, to advance to the
ballot, the County Commission and the County Clerk forced the County Attorney to defend them if
they were sued. This resulted in the full weight of the County's lawyers and the County's financial
and litigation resources to be placed behind the defeated minority who were the authors and signers
of the petition. The public's interest was completely abandoned by the County, just as it had been
in Stewart
17. The County Clerk's and the Commission Chairman's failure to disclose that they were
considering a petition which they themselves had signed (and that by advancing the "initiative" to
the general election ballot without determining its legality they were also advancing their secret
personal bias against fluoridation), demonstrates a lack of good faith that is astounding in public
officials. Water fluoridation has been a policy formally adopted by the County's own Board of
Health since 1998. l The voters of Davis County adopted it as the law in November, 2000. The
Health Department issued a mandatory fluoridation order on April 5, 2001, which was binding on
all water systems and cities in the County, 2 and pursuant to which the County Health Department,
the water system operators, and the County's constituent cities had undertaken great expense and
implementation work.

The Commission Chairman's personal bias and the Commission's displeasure with the pro-fluoridation
position taken by the Board of Health is also demonstrated by the fact that immediately following the 2000
general election, the Commission completely reorganized the Board of Health, even though a majority of
the County's voters approved offluoridation.Only one of the nine members of the Board of Health was
re-appointed by the Commission, and since that reorganization, the Board has had little since to say about
fluoridation, one way or the other.
2
The only city not so bound is Woods Cross, per a previous order of this Court.
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18. By refusing to determine the legality of the "initiative petition" to repealfluoride—
and by advancing to the ballot the "initiative' which the Clerk and the Commission Chairman had
signed but failed to disclose — the Commission and the Clerk placed themselves and the services of
the County Attorney squarely on the side of the defeated minority. The 52% majority, therefor,
had no representation unless they could retain private counsel as in the Stewart case. This plaintiff
found itself the sole advocate for the existing fluoridation law of Davis County, which, rightfully,
should have been upheld and defended by the County Clerk, the County Commission, and the
County Attorney. If the plaintiff had not retained private counsel willing to do the research and
present the case in the short time prior to the ballots being printed, the will of the majority and the
public interest would have been utterly without voice.
IV. THE PLAINTIFF IN THIS CASE CONFERRED A SUBSTANTIAL BENEFIT ON
THE TAXPAYERS OF DAVIS COUNTY BY VINDICATING THE
RIGHTS OF THE MAJORITY WHO VOTED FOR FLUORIDATION
IN THE 2000 GENERAL ELECTION.
19. This plaintiff has conferred a significant benefit on the majority of County voters in
2000, who mandated that water systems be fluoridated, by giving their vote a voice and legally
binding effect which the Commission and Clerk cynically had sought to nullify. Not one county
officer charged with enforcing or defending the law of the County would stand with the plaintiff in
the law's defense. The burden of defending the will of the majority, which should by every
reasonable process have been taken up by the County Attorney, was ignored and abandoned by the
County Attorney's primary clients. It is reasonable, equitable, and just, that the plaintiffs
attorneys' fees - incurred in the defense of the legislative act of the majority of voters - be paid by
the County, which should have been on the majority's sidefromthe beginning. If plaintiffs fees
are not awarded, then this action will have produced the odd result that the majority taxpayers
whose interests were vindicated by the litigation will have subsidized all of the legal fees incurred
in the attempt of the losing minority to nullify the 2000 majority vote.
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20. The Stewart Court felt so strongly about officials' abdication of responsibility to act
in the public interest as required by statute, which this case so closely parallels, that it ordered that
the plaintiffs' fees be paid by U.S. West. The Court's holding is directly applicable to the facts of
thefluoridationcase:
[P]laintiffs have successfully vindicated an important public policy benefiting all of the
ratepayers in the state. Plaintiffs, a handful of ratepayers, acting entirely on their own,
took on [U.S.West], the Public Service Commission, and the Division of Public Utilities
and have succeeded in having the Commission's rate of return set aside as unlawful,
section 54-4-4.1(2) declared unconstitutional, and the Commission's 'incentive' plan held
invalid. It is significant that the Committee of Consumer Services, which by statute is
charged with the responsibility of representing consumer interests, made no
appearance at all on this appeal and that the Commission and the Division of Public
Utilities have opposed the ratepayers on all issues. The results achieved by the ratepayers
will necessarily benefit all [U.S. West] ratepayers in the state of Utah especially as to
future rates, irrespective of whether a refund of past overcharges might ultimately be
ordered. Here, [U.S. West] has collected rates under a rate of return that is unlawful and
was authorized by the Commission's 'incentive regulation' order to retain revenues in
excess of a reasonable rate of return. But for plaintiffs' action, all that would have been
unchallenged, and none of [U.S. West's] ratepayers would ever have had any relief. In the
absence of a common fund, and under these circumstances, it is appropriate to require the
shareholders of [U.S. West] to pay the cost of plaintiffs' reasonable attorney fees.
Id at 783-84, emphasis added.
21. Here, but for the timely intervention of this plaintiff, the actions of the Commission
and the Clerk to place aflawedand legally insufficient petition on the ballot would have gone
unchallenged. The mooting of the Utah Constitution and referendum statute by the Commission
and the Clerk would have gone unchallenged. Plaintiff is deserving of a fee award because it
successfully vindicated a policy of broad public significance and importance: the decision of the
52% majority in the 2000 election was held to be a binding legislative act, and the officers of the
County were preventedfromsubverting it. That vote, which the County officers sought to ignore,
was sustained as the law of the County. The case established a critical precedent for the future by
reminding these County officers that the State referendum statute may not be arbitrarily subverted
to serve the private interests of those elected to office and charged with the law's enforcement.
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DATED this 7th day of November, 2002.

Attorney for Plaintiff

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing Motion for Award of
Attorneys' Fees to be mailed this 7di day of November, 2002, via first-class mail, postage prepaid,

Gerald Hess, Esq.
Assistant Davis County Attorney
800 West State Street
Farmington, UT 84025
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Tab 19

David R. Irvine (1621)
255 East 400 South, Suite 100
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
(801) 328-1155
Janet I. Jenson (4226)
JENSON & STAVROS, LLC
255 East 400 South, Suite 100
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
(801) 363-4011
Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
DAVIS COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

UTAHNS FOR BETTER DENTAL HEALTH DAVIS, INC., a Utah Nonprofit Corporation,
Plaintiff,

AFFIDAVIT OF
DAVID R. IRVINE, JANET I. JENSON
and ANDREW W. STAVROS

vs.

DAVIS COUNTY COMMISSION,
Commissioner Dan R. McConkie,
Commissioner Carol R. Page,
Commissioner Michael J. Cragun;
DAVIS COUNTY CLERK,
Steve S. Rawlings,

Civil No.: 020801343
Judge Glen R. Dawson

Defendant.

STATE OF UTAH
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE

)
: ss
)

DAVID R. IRVINE, JANET I. JENSON, and ANDREW W. STAVROS, being first duly
sworn, depose and state as follows:
Mr. Irvine:
I am an attorney licensed to practice in the State of Utah since 1971. I am admitted to

practice before all Utah state and federal courts, the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals, and the
United States Supreme Court. I served as a Commissioner on the Utah Public Service
Commission from 1979 to 1985. Since 1985, my practice has been primarily corporate civil and
regulatory representation of independent telephone companies in Utah and Idaho. I have
represented clients before the Federal Communications Commission, the Utah Public Service
Commission, and in litigation in Utah's federal courts. I have litigated for these clients
against US West, AT&T, Sprint, and MCI in matters involving rate claims against these firms
frequently in excess of a million dollars. Other business transactions for which I provide legal
counsel and advice for these clients regularly involve sums several times that amount. My
regular billing rate for the professional services I provide for these clients is $190 per hour.
I was asked by Utahns for Better Dental Health-Davis to represent that entity as
plaintiff in this litigation against several Davis County officers, and I agreed to do so at my
regular billing rate plus associated costs. Because of the somewhat arcane nature of this
litigation and the speed required to prepare and file a complaint before the printing deadline
for the 2002 general election ballot I recommended that the plaintiff also retain Janet Jenson
and Andy Stavros, whose particular expertise with ballot initiatives is detailed below.
Ms. Jenson:
I have practiced law for more than twenty years in Los Angeles, Washington, D.C.,
and Salt Lake City, Utah. I am a member of the American Health Lawyers Association and
the State Bars of California, Utah and Arizona, and of the United States Supreme Court, where
I was co-counsel in another case arising out of a citizens' initiative in Arizona: Arizonansfor
Official English v. Arizona, 520 U.S. 43,137 L.Ed. 170,117 S.Ct. 1055 (1997). I am a graduate of
the University of Utah College of Law, where I was a William Leary Scholar and an Editor of
the Utah Law Review for two years. I clerked for Justice Dallin Oaks while he was a Justice of
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the Utah Supreme Court, and I have served in Congress as a Chief of Staff for a member of
the U.S. House of Representatives.
I am a founding partner of Jenson & Stavros, PLLC. My law partner, Andrew Stavros,
and I were the authors and proponents of "Initiative B" in the 2000 general election. This
initiative enacted an 80-page statute which created and amended multiple Utah laws
regarding the standards and procedures by which law enforcement agencies and officials
seize and forfeit assets. The "asset forfeiture reform" initiative - called "Initiative B" - was
opposed by a very large number of public officials, including Governor Leavitt, Attorney
General Mark Shurtleff, the Utah Highway Patrol, almost every county attorney and nearly
every law enforcement agency in every county and city. Nevertheless, the voting public
passed Initiative B with a nearly 70% approval vote - the largest margin of any citizen
initiative in the nation in the 2000 general election. To enact that initiative, Mr. Stavros and I
brought and won an appeal before the Utah Supreme Court. I am counsel of record and Mr.
Stavros is the named plaintiff in one of the leading cases on Utah initiative law, Stavros v.
Office of Legislative Research and General Counsel, 15 P.3d 1013 (Utah 2000).
My regular billing rate for the professional legal services I render is $190 per hour, and
that is the fee arrangement upon which I agreed to participate in the preparation and trial of
this case.
Mr. Stavros:
I graduated from the University of Utah College of Law, where I was a William Leary
Scholar, Traynor Moot Court Champion and Region XI National Moot Court Champion. I am
a member of the American Bar Association Health Law Section, and the Utah State Bar. I
clerked with Justice Daniel Stewart on the Utah Supreme Court.
I am the principal author of "Initiative B" - the statewide initiative on asset forfeiture
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reform, which was enacted on the 2000 general election ballot. I was the lead plaintiff, and
Ms. Jenson and I were the attorneys for the plaintiffs in the Utah Supreme Court case, Stavros
v. Office of Legislative Research and General Counsel, 15 P.3d 1013 (Utah 2000). Following the
voters' passage of the forfeiture reform initiative, some law enforcement officials challenged
the constitutionality the new statute in federal district court. I authored the amicus brief on
which the district court relied heavily to reach its favorable decision upholding the
constitutionality of the new statute.
My regular billing rate for the professional legal services I render is $120 per hour, and
that is the fee arrangement upon which I agreed to participate in the preparation and trial of
this case.
As our attached billing summaries indicate, we have expended the following
aggregations of professional time on this case:
David R. Irvine
Janet I. Jenson
Andrew W. Stavros

184.3 hours @ $190/hr
24.0 hours @ $190/hr
43.25 hours @ $120/hr
232.40 hours

=
=
=

$35,017.00
4,560.00
5,190.00
$44,767.00

Mr. Irvine incurred additional charges as follows:
Copy costs:

$127.15

Filing fee:

$140.00

The total fee requested by plaintiffs counsel is $45,034.15.
Of the time expended, 24.1 hours ($4,579.00) of Mr. Irvine's time, 11.1 hours ($1,332.00)
of Mr. Stavros' time, and 3.25 hours ($617.50) of Ms. Jenson's time were involved in the
preparation of the Court's ruling, revisions to the ruling, and the conferences between counsel
and the Court associated with it. The monetary time value associated with post-hearing
issues (38.45 hours at $6,528.50) represent 16.5% of the total hours expended and 14.6% of the
total dollar value associated with the prosecution of the case. A comprehensive hourly billing
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breakout for each lawyer is attached to this Affidavit, and the attorneys each affirm that the
times and services therein shown are accurately stated.
We prepared the attached billing summaries from the daily time records we maintain.
We account for our time as the work is completed; we do not reconstruct the time later. The
billing rate is consistent with, if not lower than, billing rates of attorneys performing work of
similar complexity and requiring similar experience and skill.
The billing is reasonable and equitable both as to the amounts of time required to
research the applicable law, prepare the pleadings and memoranda, prepare for the hearing,
and prepare the order issued by the Court. The billing is also reasonable as well, with respect
to the result achieved by the litigation. The result achieved by plaintiff was of significant
benefit to the County as a whole, because it validated and secured the votes of the 52%
majority of voters who supported fluoridating the water systems. Otherwise, that 2000 vote
would have meant nothing. Moreover, because the County Attorney represented the
minority who wanted to repeal the fluoridation vote by placing it back on the ballot this year,
the majority of Davis County voters would have had no advocate at all in this proceeding and
no voice before this court without our representation of them as counsel for the plaintiff.
DATED this 30* day of October, 2002.

<^~

V/c-

David R. Irvine
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e*%/t
Andrew W. Stavros
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me, a Notary Public, this 30th day of October, 2002.

- ^^^^^^T^T^Jf

J/>

UTAHNS FOR BETTER DENTAL HEALTH - DAVIS
Attorney's Fees for David R. Irvine
July 19,2002(3.9111*)
• Research initiative petition case law; copy charges $15.00.
July 25,2002 (1.8 hrs)
• Research initiative petition case law; copy charges $5.00.
July 26,2002 (5.2 hrs)
• Draft letter to Davis County Attorney summarizing applicable case law and
requesting that the initiative petition be declared legally insufficient by the County
Commission.
July 27,2002 (4.0 hrs)
• Revise County Attorney letter.
July 28,2002 (7.3 hrs)
• Revise County Attorney letter.
July 31,2002 (1.0 hrs)
• Meet with County Attorney re letter summarizing applicable case law and
plaintiffs request that the Commission reject the petition as being legally
insufficient.
August 6, 2002 (4.8 hrs)
• Attend County Commission meeting at which fluoridation petition was to be
considered for action by the Commission; research private attorney general case
law; draft plaintiffs complaint
August 7,2002 (9.8 hrs)
• Draft plaintiffs complaint.
August 12,2002 (3.0 hrs)
• Initiative petition case law research; revise complaint draft; meet with Janet Jenson
and Andy Stavros regarding litigation strategy, analysis of issues to be raised, and
division of litigation responsibilities.
August 13, 2002 (2.0 hrs)
• Revise complaint draft.
August 14,2002 (4.5 hrs)
• Revise complaint; research initiative and referendum cases. Copy charges, $5.00.
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August 15,2002 (3.3 hrs)
• Revise and file plaintiffs complaint. Filing fee, $140.00; copy charges, $4.70.
August 16, 2002 (7.5 hrs)
• Case research; draft motion for preliminary injunction; draft memorandum in
support of motion for preliminary injunction.
August 17,2002 (5.5 hrs)
• Draft memorandum in support of motion for preliminary injunction.
August 18,2002 (6.0 hrs)
• Draft memorandum in support of motion for preliminary injunction; draft ex parte
motion and memorandum for leave to file overlength memorandum; draft order
granting approval to file overlength memorandum.
August 19,2002 (4.4 hrs)
• Revise memorandum in support of preliminary injunction.
August 20,2002 (2.5 hrs)
• Revise and file motion for preliminary injunction and memorandum in support.
Copy charges, $47.07.
August 21,2002 (2.0 hrs)
• Research standing case law; copy charges $7.50.
August 22,2002 (1.2 hrs)
• Draft letter to Judge Dawson requesting accelerated hearing.
August 24,2002 (5.8 hrs)
• Re-draft Beth Beck affidavit; research case law re standing; copy charges, $8.00.
August 25,2002 (5.3 hrs)
• Draft memorandum in opposition to motion to dismiss; research case law re
standing; copy charges, $4.00.
August 26, 2002 (3.0 hrs)
• Revise Beth Beck affidavit; review and analysis of defendant's answer and motion
to dismiss.
August 28, 2002 (4.0 hrs)
• Research case law re forms of legislation; draft rebuttal memorandum in support of
motion for preliminary injunction; copy charges, $11.50.
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August 29,2002 (5.0 hrs)
• Draft rebuttal memorandum in support of motion for preliminary injunction;
revise memorandum in opposition to defendants' motion to dismiss; revise Beth
Beck affidavit; file memorandum and affidavit in opposition to defendants' motion
to dismiss; copy charges, $10.39.
August 30,2002 (6.5 hrs)
• Draft rebuttal memorandum in support of motion for preliminary injunction.
August 31,2002 (2.1 hrs)
• Revise rebuttal memorandum in support of motion for preliminary injunction;
copy charges, $5.00.
September 3,2002 (5.1 hrs)
• Research petition signing status of county officers; draft letter requesting
information to County Clerk; revise rebuttal memorandum in support of motion
for preliminary injunction and file with court; copy charges $6.00.
September 4,2002 (5.8 hrs)
• Research initiative constitutional issues; copy charges, $35.46.
September 9,2002 (6.0 hrs)
• Confer with John Fellows (Office of Legislative Research and General Counsel)
regarding legislative history of UCA § 19-4-111; preparation of hearing exhibits.
September 10, 2002 (4.8 hrs)
• Research legislative history of UCA § 19-4-111; confer w/Beth Beck re cases status;
conference call with Judge Dawson, Jerry Hess.
September 11,2002 (5.3 hrs)
• Re-draft Lewis Garrett affidavit; prepare hearing exhibits; review legislative floor
debate tapes covering amendments to UCA § 19-4-111.
September 12,2002 (5.9 hrs)
• Hearing preparation; case organization; copy charges, $4.10.
September 13,2002 (7.5 hrs)
• Hearing preparation; copy charges $5.50.
September 13,2002 (3.5 hrs)
• Hearing on motion for preliminary injunction, motion to dismiss.
September 22,2002 (1.0 hrs)
• Review draft order; draft transmittal letter to Judge Dawson, County Attorney.
September 23,2002 (0.8 hrs)
• Revise draft order, deliver to Judge Dawson, County Attorney.
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September 25,2002 (1.5 hrs)
• Confer with County Attorney re draft order.
September 26,2002 (6.5 hrs)
• Revise draft order.
September 27,2002 (1.0 hrs)
• Revise draft order; draft change letter to County Attorney.
September 30,2002 (0.8 hrs)
• Conference call with Judge Dawson, County Attorney re order revisions.
October 2,2002 (7.4 hrs)
• Review letter from County Attorney to Judge Dawson; review draft order; confer
with Janet Jenson re requested order changes; draft letter to County Attorney.
Revise draft order.
October 4,2002 (5.1 hrs)
• Conference call with Judge Dawson and County Attorney re draft order; revise
draft order; draft letters to Judge Dawson, County Attorney; deliver order for
signature.
October 9,2002 (4.7 hrs)
•

Research and draft motion and memorandum for award of attorneys' fees.
Total hours billed: 184.3 @ $190/hr

$35,017.00

Copy charges

127.15

Filing fee

140.00
TOTAL FEE

$35,284.15
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2 ll.

UTAHNS FOR BETTER DENTAL HEALTH - DAVIS

Attorney's Fees for Andrew W. Stavros, JENSON & STAVROS, LLC
August 9, 2002 (4.20 hrs)
Telephone call with David Irvine re initiative challenge; review letter sent to
County Attorney concerning legality of allowing initiative to be placed on ballot.
Research re applicable Utah law governing initiatives and referenda.
August 12,2002 (5.30 hrs)
Meeting with David Irvine and Janet Jenson re potential causes of action against
Commissioners and Clerk; review proposed complaint and make recommended
changes; research case law re standard for granting temporary restraining order.
August 13, 2002 (3.80 hrs)
Draft Motion and Supporting Memorandum for preliminary injunction; review
initiative case law supporting action against Clerk and Commissioners
August 14,2002 (6.50 hrs)
Review draft complaint sent by Mr. Irvine; make proposed changes to complaint
and add relief and remedies section. Continue work on memorandum in support
of motion for preliminary injunction
August 15, 2002 (3.70 hrs)
Make final changes to memorandum in support of motion for preliminary
injunction; telephone call with Mr. Irvine re the same.
August 19,2002 (1.90 hrs)
Review final draft of memorandum in support of motion to dismiss; send
suggested changes and comments to Mr. Irvine
September 12, 2002 (4.75 hrs)
Review Defendants' memorandum in opposition to motion for preliminary
injunction and supporting memoranda; meeting with Mr. Irvine and Ms. Jenson re
preparation for hearing on preliminary injunction.
September 13, 2002 (2.00 hrs)
Attend hearing on preliminary injunction
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September 17,2002 (2.50 hrs)
Review tapefromSeptember 16, 2002 telephone conference outlining Judge
Dawson's decision. Beginning drafting order consistent with decision.
September 18,2002 (6.30 hrs)
Draft memorandum decision and order.
September 19,2002 (2.30 hrs)
Makefinaledits to memorandum decision and order; add section outlining legal
conclusions supporting permanent injunction.
Total hours billed: 43.25 @ $120/hr
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$ 5,190.00

UTAHNS FOR BETTER DENTAL HEALTH - JANET L JENSON TIME

8/12/02

1.3 hrs

Meeting with David Irvine and Andrew Stavros regarding motion
for permanent injunction on flouride ballot issue.

8/19/02

3.1 hrs

Reviewing and revising draft compliaint and motion in support of
complaint for preliminary injunction. Telephone conference with
David Irvine regarding suggested changes.

8/23/02

.75 hrs

Reviewing Defendants' answer and motions to dismiss, arguments
on standing, and memoranda in support of motions. Telephone
conference with David Irvine regarding defendants1 motions and
arguments and possible responses.

8/27/02

5.25 hrs

Reviewing and revising draft responses by plaintiflFs to defendants'
motions and memoranda in support of motion.

8/29/02

.2 hrs

8/30/02

.75 hrs

9/3/02

5.25 hrs

Reviewing and revising draft response to Defendants' motion and
memorandum in opposition to preliminary injunction.

9/12/02

2.0 hrs

Preparation for oral arguments; "moot" trial on preliminary

Telephone conference with David Irvine regarding revisions to
motion on standing.
Work with David Irvine regarding arguments on bases for
preliminary injunction.

injunction.
9/13/02

2.50 hrs

9/17/02

.3 hrs

9/18/02

2.25 hrs

9/20/02

.2 hrs

Attendance at hearing on preliminary injunction.
Conference call with Judge Dawson and opposing counsel
regarding how Judge prefers order be drafted.
Revising draft order; conferences with A.W. Stavros regarding
draft.
Telephone conference with David Irvine regarding draft order as
sent to Judge Dawson and opposing counsel.
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9/23/02

.2 hrs

Telephone conference with David Irvine regarding changes
requested by opposing counsel in draft order.

9/30/02

.3 hrs

Telephone conference with David Irvine regarding additional
changes requested by opposing counsel in draft order.
Total hours billed: 24.35 @ $190/hr

$ 4,626.50
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